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THE FUTURES THAT WE DIDN’T TAKE

To explore whether the questions activated critical reflection, we crafted three participatory inquiries: One inquiry to
explore individual reflection while engaging in writing. Another inquiry to explore collaborative reflection towards crafting
a visual outcome. Finally an inquiry to explore individual reflection without any creative engagement, implemented in the
participants’ everyday life for a week. Through an analysis of the written feedback from the participants, we argue that
the what-if questions spark critical reflection on climate futures.

Findings from twelve individual interviews with experts within the field of climate change have set the core vibration for this
entire thesis. Through a careful coding of the empirical material we have extracted categories, quotes and keywords, that
are later transformed into what-if questions. The method of what-if thinking combined with knowledge and perspectives
imparted by these experts, is introduced as a way to spark critical reflection for changing perspectives.

It is estimated that developed countries like Denmark need to reduce their total carbon footprint by approximately 80
percent by the year 2050, in order to keep the rise in global temperature below 2 degrees. There is a great need for
change, and environmental sustainability is also a rising topic in HCI research. However the majority of literature focuses
on the theme of persuasive technology for changing human behaviour. We argue that instead of focusing on changing
human behaviour we should be focusing on changing human mental perspective.
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INTRODUCTION
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We stood on a bench at the Town Square and began to speak out to the empty space, as if we were Mandela motivating
the masses: “Where are the grown-ups and who will save us from this mess we’re in!?” Our words fell flat, but a fire had
been started inside us. The footage had done its work and the poor state of things was telling us, that maybe it was
actually up to us. Maybe we were the only grown-ups here? What we had witnessed was the true story of a collective
suicide mission for the human race, so how come we were standing there alone, and how come not all of us had a sense
of urgency?

When we stepped out into the open air with just a few other visitors, we received our answer. The dome was surrounded
by open containers with the investors’ solutions on display: Buy a hybrid car from Toyota! Reduce food waste! Remember
to turn off the light to save energy! A crew member who had sought shelter in one of the containers threw his cigarette
butt on the ground and immediately lit one more. In the dusty rain the great desolate space looked like an abandoned
amusement park, and the old solutions stood to us as symbols of hopelessness.

Our spirits were as grey as the clouds above, when we exited the Climate Planet dome. We had just witnessed forty
minutes of live transmitted images of planet Earth accompanied by a dystopian narrative about the destructive forces
of today. The images told the true story of the blue oceans, which are rapidly turning yellow, as a result of acidification.
This change in the PH value will eventually eradicate lime-shelled animals and thus damage the entire ecosystem of the
oceans. We listened to the story of water rising and floods and other sad scenarios. What was missing was a plan on how
to steer humanity in a direction away from the abyss. How should we act upon this knowledge?

STATES OF HOPELESSNESS

that nature speaks and mankind doesn’t listen.” (Hugo in Klein 2014 p. 29).
In the 1970’s, a 27 year old Norwegian academic, Jørgen Randers, became
world famous as co-author of The Limits to Growth, presenting the limitations
to our culture of consumerism; that the current financial system, relying on

problem’, not with the belief that we will solve climate change, but rather we

equip ourselves with a curiosity to explore the challenges and possibilities we

are given as designers, for working with exactly that which is unsolvable. What

better design problem.
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2017 p. 146). In 1840 Victor Hugo dramatically stated that “how sad to think

dystopian images are many, we as designers, are drawn towards this ‘wicked

punished… Systems are punishing of any species unwise enough to quarrel
with its ecology. Call the systemic forces God if you like.” (Bateson 1972

its related consequences is not something new. For centuries the alarms have

been ringing; some distant, others near.

of so called civilised culture, which alters everything in a struggle where the

and exhaustion of natural resources. Climatic disturbances is an inherent vice

health of the planet is downward. Individualism has resulted in deforestation

In 1821, the French philosopher and socialist, Charles Fourier, wrote that “[t]he

and linguist Gregory Bateson wrote that “[l]ack of systemic wisdom is always

events and statements, illustrating how information about climate change and

har ført til afskovning og udpining af naturens goder. Klimatiske forstyrrelser er en iboende last i den såkaldt
civiliserede kultur, som laver om på alting i en kamp, hvor individuelle interesser står overfor kollektive.”

1
2 The original quote was the following Danish translation. “Klodens sundhed er for nedadgående. Individualismen

popularly known as the Brundtland report, which presented a vision for global

p. 440). In 1987 the United Nations released a report, Our Common Future,

finite place with limited resources (Ibid. p. 157). In 1972 English social scientist

In order to further set the scene, we will start this thesis with a series of historical

eternal growth, is in direct contrast to the planet Earth we inhabit, which is a

interests of the individual trump the collective.”2 (Fourier in Willig & Vetlesen

In a time of rapid climate change, where it seems that visions are few and

the sun’s heat smolders inside me. - Richard Nelson1

I am no less than the earth itself. The rivers run through my veins, the winds blow in and out with my breath, the soil makes my flesh,

There is nothing in me that is not of the earth, no split instance of separateness, no particle that disunites me from my surroundings.

1.1 THE FUTURES THAT WE DIDN’T TAKE

everywhere, over a span of the past hundred years now. Even though people
are pushing towards change, it still is obvious that it is not enough. Moreover
as Giddens considers, it seems that no matter how much we are told about
the dangers, there is still a daily life to be lived, and maybe this is the reason
why we found ourselves almost alone that day on the Town Square. Because
in that moment, where was the public? There were no passionate youth
meetings around the Climate Planet dome, no spontaneous demonstrations or
dynamic gatherings, no calls to action in front of the City Hall, no blockage of
infrastructure and calling for attention towards a matter, which is probably the
greatest challenge to ever face our species; something which is threatening the
mere foundation of our civilisation. In that moment, it was just the two of us and
a depressed looking information assistant enjoying his wet cigarette, by the
exit. This paradox pulled us in and sparked our curiosity to access the domain
of climate change. But how can we approach this domain as designers?

intense techno-scientific transformations. If no remedy is found, the ecological

disequilibrium this has generated will ultimately threaten the continuation of

life on the planet’s surface.” (Guattari 2000 p. 17). In 2009 COP15 took place

in Copenhagen, making the climate issue visible on a global scale and shortly

after disappointing the international community immensely. In 2014 Canadian

author and activist Naomi Klein, states that “...our economic system and our

planetary system are now at war.” (Klein 2014 p. 21). That same year Anthony

Giddens argues that “...no matter how much we are told about the threats,

it is hard to face up to them, because they feel somehow unreal - and, in

the meantime, there is a life to be lived, with all its pleasures and pressures.”

(Giddens 2009 p. 2). In 2015 the Paris climate agreement was negotiated into

existence by representatives from 196 parties at the COP21 in Paris. The same

agreement which Donald Trump infamously withdrew from in 2017. It has been

proposed that we are now in a new geological epoch called the Anthropocene.

wicked problem” (Lazarus 2009), some would even say a “diabolic problem”
- “problems that are characterized by uncertainty over consequences, diverse
and multiple engaged interests, conflicting knowledge, and high stakes.”

attention and presenting possible solutions to the global community. So the

facts seem to be out there, yet the actions taken seem too vague and not as

radical as the situation implies to demand.

(Arnold 2018 p. 10). When people think of design, most conclude that it is

intimidating. As a macro-environmental issue, it meets the criteria of a “super-

To approach climate change is somewhat overwhelming and slightly

Hence people and institutions are acting on the climate challenges, calling for

what the title of the new epoch should be.

by humans. This is still being discussed though as there is disagreement about
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foresights, the knowledge was presented to us, just as it has been for people

and activist Félix Guattari wrote that “[t]he Earth is undergoing a period of

1.1.1 Approaching climate change

day in Copenhagen, we were confronted with exactly this - that the facts, the

long-term solution strategies. In 1989 French psychoanalyst, philosopher

Indicating that Earth’s geology and ecosystems are now significantly impacted

When we found ourselves outside the Climate Planet dome, on that rainy

sustainability, illustrating the main areas of environmental crisis and proposing

Donna Haraway says, we seek to inspire people in learning to live and die
together in response-ability, cultivating multispecies justice, on a damaged
earth (Haraway 2016). Our contribution with this thesis, is 56 what-if questions,
that are carefully crafted and rooted in the knowledge and perspectives of the
experts in the field of climate change. This tool we propose for people who want
to generate ideas regarding issues connected to climate change, to base their
artifacts in critical speculations on climate futures. This could be designers and
artists. The tool could also be used by climate scientists and academics when
sharing their knowledge with groups, hereby activating climate knowledge
while possibly sparking the receiver towards speculative reflection. And last,
we see it as a tool for people in general, who would like to activate their critical
reflections regarding climate, in a new way.

more) consumer products. When we find ourselves facing a wicked problem

such as climate change, we turn elsewhere for inspiration. From the visions

and articulations by Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby, we find our inspiration

and incentive in Speculative Design: “...it is becoming clear that many of the

challenges we face today are unfixable and that the only way to overcome them

is by changing our values, beliefs, attitudes...” (Dunne & Raby 2013 p. 2). We are

intrigued by the possibility “...that speculating more, at all levels of society, and

exploring alternative scenarios, reality will become more malleable…” (Dunne

& Raby 2013 p. 6). With a foundation established by twelve expert interviews,

and inspiration drawn from the field of Speculative Design, in combination

with the philosophy of The Three Ecologies by French psychoanalyst Félix

Guattari. Guattari’s idea is that of stretching the definition of ecology beyond

change, but we are in need of a new way of telling these stories. “What we do
wrong is an addictive, repetitive narrative. We need to tell other stories with

The cosmopolitical proposal and Ecology of Practice articulated by Belgian

philosopher Isabelle Stengers.

to make hope possible, not despair convincing.” (Stoknes 2015 p. 133). In the
domain of climate change, many are looking towards designers for the next
technological device to ‘save us’, or waiting for the magic formula for nudging
users to turn off the lights. Even though these efforts are justified, we are

We want to spark a reflection for a possible shift in perspective and attitude

on the way we deal with climate issues in contemporary Denmark. Hereby

intrigued to explore how we can use design tools to possibly reshape attitudes,

opening critical reflection, and thereby potentially inspiring people to act from a

other imagery and emotions associated with them. ‘To be truly radical today is

According to Stoknes, we are not just in need of new stories about climate

new ways of communicating climate science, as well as in the theories of

Norwegian scientist and psychologist Per Espen Stoknes about the need for

(Guattari 2000). Further we draw inspiration in the conceptuel reflections by
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And with the tool we present from this thesis, as professor of Feminist Studies

problem-solvers, creating a specific device, nudging people, or creating (yet

1.1.2 Articulating the other kind of future

a way of inhabiting the world which works with the limitations of this planet.

are needed, we are not interested in entering the climate change domain as

mere environmental concerns to incorporate human subjectivity into ecology

new place and imagine that which is today ungraspable. Thus moving towards

mainly about problem-solving. As much as the problem-solving approaches

change, we choose to move away from this term, as we find its connotation
to be somewhat positive and vague in its framing; almost as if the changing of
climate is a natural transformative process without human impact. Instead we
choose to articulate the planetary trouble we are in as climate disturbance, as
we would argue that it alternatively points towards the notion that at some point
in time, on a chronological horizontal line, the natural balances were affected
and disturbed by something or someone, and took a turn for the worse.

a new kind of inhabiting of the world, together with a diverse spectre of non-

human creatures. Design Philosopher Tony Fry, articulates that “[i]n the face of

this situation, the possibility of another kind of future begs to be articulated, as

does the way to bring it into being through design. Two immediate questions

follow. How is the future being understood? And what is meant by design?”

(Fry 2009 p. 2). We find these questions thought provoking and a good place

from where to start. When dealing with alternative futures, we argue that we

We chose to access climate disturbance by throwing ourselves into a stream of
dialogues; dialogues with people from different professional fields all relating to
climate. We do this knowing that in-depth dialogues open up an unpredictable
treasure of insights, moving us away from the cliché ridden and into the
complexities of the chosen domain. Through a time period of two months,
we executed twelve interviews with several selected academics, scientists,
an artist, a minister, people from environmental think tanks, a coral specialist,
lobbyists and an interaction designer. All with that in common, that they relate
to, or are directly researching climate related issues. Thereby establishing a rich
foundation of insight and inspiration. Although sceptics of climate disturbance
still exist, more than 97 percent of published climate scientists state that the
climate was disrupted by human activities (NASA, 2018). Therefore we will
merely be interviewing people who work from the conviction that climate

touching upon that which is impacting the way designers design, and the way

companies are thinking about the products they are producing. Because as

Haraway says - “...it matters what ideas we use to think other ideas (with) (...) it

matters what stories we tell to tell other stories with (...) it matters what stories

make worlds, what worlds make stories.” (Haraway 2016 p. 12). The activated

mental images, words, narratives are important to consider, as the way we tell

the world and the way we imagine the world are central concepts to this thesis.

We find it appropriate to reflect upon the key term climate change and what

it refers to. As this term will be mentioned repeatedly throughout this thesis,

we find it relevant to be conscious about what it possibly connotes. And we

argue, together with Stoknes, that a whole new term is called for - “... [t]he use

of the term climate change appears to actually reduce issue engagement ...”

(Stoknes 2015 p. 48). The term climate change was first articulated in 1975 in

by the notion, that we as designers can work on the undercurrents of society,

and visualisations. All key elements to our design process. We are motivated
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domain. (NASA, 2008). When finding ourselves in the discussion about climate

act as catalysts for public debate and reflection on the futures that support

1.1.3 Finding our direction

term change in Earth’s climate, hence placing global warming into the public

spaces. That we as designers should not define futures for people, but instead

are dealing with aspects of the imaginary - narratives, imagination, scenarios

an article written by geochemist Wallace Broecker, where he refers to a long-

captivated by the possibility of using design tools to open up for speculative

of alternative futures. Tellers and makers of the futures that we did not take,

speculators and storytellers? Maybe it’s time that we all become story-makers

instead of us being the storytellers, could we somehow make more people the

from where new futures and hereby new realities maybe could emerge? And

of these stories, opening a speculation about alternative future scenarios,

Could we as designers work with this, as a sort of playful re-programming

the futures that we didn’t take? And which futures are we not taking now?

The future which led us to where we are now. And now what? What about all

and unlimited growth. This specific story is rooted in the future that we chose.

dominating story about ourselves as a species. A story of progress, expansion

a specific aspect to our way of inhabiting this planet. That we only know one

To us Desmarais was thereby saying, that we as human beings only know

articulation and the images this sparked, planted itself in us; gently but firmly.

didn’t take.” (Annex 1.12, Desmarais). ‘The futures that we didn’t take’ - this

this moment in time it’s really hard for us to understand those futures that we

been better, healthier, if we had followed some of these policy paths. But at

“[i]t’s hard for us to know what we missed. Like sure, maybe life would have

but that humanity has followed none of them convincingly. To this she said that

collaborators, presented a list of concrete policy solutions to the climate crisis,

the fact that Jørgen Randers, through his publications and together with his

American interaction designer, Francesca Desmarais and her response to

set the core vibration for this entire thesis. It was in our meeting with a young

As the dialogues unfolded, especially one reflection resonated with us, and
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future for ourselves. We became interested in imagining what the world could

inhabit Earth.

With inspiration from expert interviews,
how can we spark a reflection for changing
perspectives on climate futures?

considerations lead us to the following research question:

look like in the future, and to better understand how to act in the present. These

thus training ourselves in walking that path of the alternative, choosing another

disturbance is caused by human habits and culture; the way in which humans

to cultivate our approach and explore through design.

and artifacts within the domain of climate disturbance. With this thesis we seek

Ergo we bring with us actual experience in working with speculative spaces

An interactive data visualization of the amount of CO2 in the air in inner Aarhus.

Chora Connection. Lærke Vilain Ditlev was involved in the creation of COTree:

which established the foundation for the Center for Resilience and Sustainability,

and a central part of the team behind the transdisciplinary project in100years,

climate and sustainability. Madeleine Kate McGowan is an artist, a filmmaker,

Both of us have been active in working with designs and projects that relate to

background, the other from performance art and documentary filmmaking.

future is now our present. Today one of us is from a journalist and design

television. Many years have passed since those childhood evenings, and that

Yet this was so abstract and was wiped away shortly after we turned off the

repeated mantra, that this animal most certainly would be extinct in 20 years.

when watching television in our childhood homes, we were told through the

those future climate disasters. Every time we fell in love with an exotic animal

Climate disturbance to us, when growing up, was always that distant threat of

have both lived privileged lives, travelling and tasting the world for years now.

and cast light upon the set of sensibilities we bring into this thesis project. We

Before we dive fully into the subject we find it relevant to situate ourselves,
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1.2 SITUATING OURSELVES

if questions from the knowledge and perspectives presented to us through
the expert interviews. This way of articulating the what-if’s, is an alternative
to the typical way of articulating the questions in Speculative Design, where
they generally are shaped from fiction and imagination. To explore whether
our proposed what-if questions have the intended reactions, we crafted three
participatory ‘inquiries’. Three inquiries to explore different contexts for critical
reflection. Finally we activated our findings from the inquiries through our
chosen pillars of literature. We will finish the present thesis by discussing the
value of our contribution. Our process is visualised below.

path through an unknown landscape. This has led us to evaluate and adapt our

work to meet the opportunities and challenges that have arisen throughout the

process. When we began our journey back in January, we initiated our process

by conducting a series of individual interviews with a chosen group of experts in

climate disturbance. From the individual expert interviews we gained a deeper

understanding of the domain. As mentioned earlier, our central direction, the

perspective upon the futures we didn’t take, was shaped from one of the expert

statements. This ended up setting the core vibration for this entire thesis. Our

focus thus became alternative climate futures. And when looking for design

categories and associated quotes and keywords, we carefully constructed a

When transcribing the interviews and coding the empirical material into

what-if thinking to provide new perspectives and facilitate speculative spaces.

futures to unsettle the present. This design practice is therefore often based on

Speculative Design aims at posing critical questions to spark reflections on

Design, which we adopted as our approach going further into the process.
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what-if questions. We propose to root the articulation and shaping of our what-

designers can work with such a wicked problem, and with our tools establish a

Jun

said when exploring Speculative Design tools, on how to come up with these

findings, which emerged along the way. We were intrigued to explore how we as

Feb

will be described in further detail in the following sections. Furthermore little is

beforehand, rather we were guided by the iterative process and the empirical

approaches working with alternative futures, we came across Speculative

tool to spark critical reflections upon alternative climate futures. This proposal

Conducting
12 interviews

divergence and convergence approach. The process was not determined

Condensation
of interviews

series of what-if questions from this empirical material. These we propose as a

3 inquiries:
Testing what-if’s

Throughout our emergent process we continued to work iteratively with a

1.3 PROCESS AND OUTLINE

Outcome:
What-if questions

Chapter 2

POSITION

Design ‘SID’ (Blevis 2007) and Sustainable HCI, ‘SHCI’ (DiSalvo et al.,
2010). The methods and approaches used to study this area are very diverse,
however the majority of studies and literature focus on the theme of persuasive
technology, since human behaviour is acknowledged as the main source
for causing the environmental problems (Ibid.). This approach has its roots in
behavioral psychology. It attempts to design technology, which changes the
users behaviour towards a more sustainable way of living (Ibid.). The intention
of change in behaviour can either be something that the user is consciously
aware of or something which is intended to be invisible to the user. What

available. However it is located within the broader field of

sustainable HCI (Human Computer Interaction). So to achieve a

wider perspective, we included this field in our search process.

In the search process we took into account synonyms for climate

disturbance, such as ‘sustainability’ and ‘environment’. The aim

has been to add to the understanding of why it may be interesting

to look at climate disturbance in relation to the approach of

Speculative Design. We conclude the literature review with the

contribution of our specific study.

carbon footprint. However some design theorists argue that these modernist
technologies limit their focus in order to measure the user’s actions (Ibid.). That
these approaches are focused on changing only a few things and tweaking

has been estimated that developed countries need to reduce their total carbon

footprint with approximately 80 % by the year 2050, which means that we on

can measure the amount of electricity the consumer uses or the individual

is that it is measurable (Brynjarsdóttir et al. 2012). As an example the designer

designers themselves (Ibid.). A key aspect of focusing on behavioral change,

In order to keep the rise in global temperature below the famous 2 degrees, it
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a focal point within the design tradition and labeled: Sustainable Interaction

is quite limited and scarce and there is not much literature

2.1.1 Sustainable design/HCI & Persuasive design

of sustainable interaction design is rapidly growing. It has been integrated as

addressing the topic of climate disturbance. Our field of research

determines ‘sustainable behaviour’ is usually something that is decided by the

is something that has not gone unnoticed in the field of HCI. The landscape

In the following chapter we draw on existing design research

p. 66). Today, the average discharge is 19 tons per Danish citizen (Ibid.). This

average, must reduce 2-3 tonnes of CO2 per citizen in Denmark (Concito 2012

2.1 FROM SUSTAINABLE DESIGN/HCI
TO SPECULATIVE DESIGN

we find a crack of possibility.

we as designers widen our vision and think bigger than this? And this is where

present and how we can make small changes for today’s society. But how can

anything? If we stay within this design approach, we narrow our focus to the

like our behavioural actions remain the same and this design path is not ‘fixing’

critique, designers continue to try to ‘fix’ the problem. But how come it seems

walker, 2013, p. 308). A change in human behaviour is needed, and despite the

despite the critiques of this framing in recent years” (Knowles, Blair, Hazas &

this area, the framing of the sustainability problem remains largely unchanged,

widely critiqued and it is argued that: “...although there are new contributions in

of norms (Ibid.) The framing of the sustainability problem in SHCI has been

of working with societal engagement and how design can contribute to change

persuasive design mainly focuses upon changing individual behaviours instead

to reflect on what sustainability is in the context of their own lives (Ibid.). Further,

beyond persuasion and instead towards an approach that encourages citizens

perspectives as well. Brynjarsdóttir et al. argue that designers should move

lifestyle choices (Ibid.). It should not only be about changing user actions, but

simple consumer actions, designers should also focus on changing difficult

it tries to simplify a far more complex reality and instead of only changing

is based on a narrow approach to sustainability, and as we would argue,

objective (Ibid.). It becomes a problem that needs to be solved. This approach

consumer behaviour and the persuasive design solutions are often framed as

electricity or conserving water here and there. It is about changing individual

features to achieve a change in simple acts. Getting users to save just a little
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(Ibid.) Preparing their workshop they write the what-if questions down on cards,

al. 2010, p. 143), they argue that framing can lead to a change in perspective

to frame a focus for attention and to spark their imaginative reflection (Halse et

thinking’ in their participatory workshops with stakeholders. Thus as a method

research inquiries, such as DAIM’s pilot project on waste sought use of ‘what-if

complexities of climate disturbance (Morrison & Chisin, 2017). A few of these

is to motivate collaborative opinion forming and communication about the

workshops are presented in the research papers. The aim of these workshops

requested in the approach of persuasive design. Both online and offline

a community of individuals (Kelliher & Byrne, 2015), which is also what is

workshops as an approach to move the discussion beyond experts towards

(Morrison & Chisin, 2017) instead of action. A majority of these studies use

the particular - towards general issues and suggest a change in perspective

but that was never the intention. Their aim has been to move reflections from

There are no measurements in these researches through design exploration,

issues (Jönsson, 2014 p. 13). They use design to help facilitate self-reflection.

solve a problem, but rather support collaborative speculation about climate

the present. Opposite the persuasive design approach they don’t seek to

engage in speculation and posing questions about the future, to better change

issues, that have been motivated by exploring how design can be deployed to

we found only few other design studies about sustainability and climate

doesn’t challenge other visions (Dunne & Raby, 2013). In our search process

Usually it operates within the probable future, that which is likely to happen and

Reflecting on futures when working with design is not a foreign concept.

2.1.2 Imagine possible futures

2012 p. 66). So there is a great need for change in Denmark, if we should have any
hope of reaching the previously presented goal of reducing the total carbon
footprint by approximately 80% before 2050. The present project is based on
a desire to create change locally in Denmark. Rooted in a desire to be able
to reduce the carbon footprint, a natural development from this, is that the
majority of research within the SID focuses specifically on behavioral change

Designer Li Jönsson uses what-if thinking in her participatory inquiries as well,

but she is however very explicit about her proposed questions, though she

does not elaborate on how she came up with these questions (2014 p.40).

We understand the naming of the what-if questions as essential to the critical

reflections that they enable. Therefore we wonder why there is not much focus

on the crafting of the questions.

behavior: We want to spark a change in perspective and attitude, which then
leads to a possible change in behavior.

functioning as a solid foundation for the shaping of a tool for sparking critical

reflections on alternative climate futures. The experts have a huge amount

become a popular research topic within recent years, the field of exploratory
design research in relation to climate disturbance, is still very narrow. This
thesis will help to boost the limited knowledge in this field.

population, something which according to our expert group, is something that

is not happening to a convincing degree at the moment. Delivering expert

knowledge to people is something which proposes an obvious challenge,

Our contribution is, that we craft what-if questions from the content extracted
from our expert interviews. These what-if questions we propose to use as a
tool for sparking critical reflections on alternative climate futures - seeking to
“... unsettle the present rather than predict the future.” (Clark in Dunne & Raby
2013 p. 88). Through the what-if questions, we activate expert knowledge

population (Annex 1.4, Mernild). We can identify that there is a need for

alternative ways in delivering knowledge on climate. As designers we want to

explore this possibility. We want to help facilitate critical reflection and spark

discussion about the complexities of climate disturbance, thereby attempting

to activate a shift in perspective and attitude, thus possibly establishing the

as the scientific language is hard to access and understand for the common

As opposed to the large amount of sustainability HCI literature which has

experts, this knowledge is worth much more if it reaches the broad Danish

of complex knowledge on climate issues, and according to some of these

this trend in HCI. Instead we want to focus on the causes behind citizen’s

continue with this approach. The focus of this thesis is motivated to challenge

desired effect and for being too narrow visioned, but many designers seem to

The unique contribution in this design project lies in the use of expert interviews,
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Denmark has one of the world’s highest carbon footprints per citizen (Concito

Design School do not elaborate on the questions written on the cards (Ibid.).

2.1.3 Research gap

of a leading green nation. But the actual situation is diametrically opposite.

Joachim Halse, Eva Brandt, Brendon Clark and Tomas Binder from the Danish

in the individual. Persuasive technology, has been critiqued for not having the

foundation for a change in behaviour. The popular story about Denmark is that

which the ‘non-designer’ participants draw from and sketch upon. However

their research. In this context, the tool can be accessed in its raw form.

knowledge, such as by climate scientists themselves, when communicating

can be adopted for knowledge production processes and communication of

practices, that can use the questions to base their work upon. Further the tool

target-groups are designers and artists who deal with innovative and artistic

the tool as well as what reflections is activated. Our selected and proposed

inquiries are intended to explore how citizens experience engaging with

disturbance more accessible for citizens. The project’s three speculative

on climate and contribute to possibly making this knowledge on climate
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(Ibid.). Taking the position of SD allows us to explore dystopian and dark futures
surrounding different aspects of climate disruption. Speculative designers
use design as a practice to foster and facilitate critical reflection and debate
about alternative futures and world views (Ibid.). Something which we find
intriguing. The SD proposals draw from research and analysis, but at the same
time contain qualities such as ‘imagination’ and ‘provocation’ and are closer
linked with fiction than science (Ibid. p. 189). The approach is interconnected
to a series of similar practices that according to Dunne and Raby, are not

sense, speculate through design (Dunne & Raby 2013 p. 189). Executing the

creative enquiries has been a part of doing our research. Where the focus has

been on generating knowledge and opening up inspiration with an offtake in

expert knowledge on climate disruption, thus reflecting on the causes and

consequences as seen locally in Denmark. Thereby opening up to critically

explore how alternative and possible futures might look. The way in which

we have done so and how we have drawn inspiration from the position of

Speculative Design (SD) (Ibid.), is further elucidated in the following section.

Fiction’, ‘Future Design’, ‘Anti-Design’, ‘Radical Design’, ‘Interrogative Design’,
‘Discursive Design’, ‘Adversarial Design’, ‘Futurescape’, ‘Design Art’ and
‘Transitional Design’. The term Critical Design was coined by Dunne and Raby
in the late 90’s. (Ibid.). SD is a later extension of the Critical Design approach,
and the main difference between the two practices is that SD projects are
future oriented (Ibid.). Where the designer’s role becomes facilitating possible
futures, rather than defining them, to better understand the present and to foster
discussions about what kind of future we want and do not want (Ibid. p. 2).
Something which plays well with our intention of making people storytellers of
alternative futures.

Design is often associated with a problem-solving practice and closely linked

to the wishes and needs of the commercial industry. The speculative approach

turns away from the market-driven design with focus on demands, and instead

engages and raises awareness about issues that are still unknown (Ibid. p. 12).

Dunne and Raby describe how some design theorists argue, that design by

nature is speculative, since it is almost always concerned with future-oriented

issues. While that might be true, there are different forms of futures (Ibid.). It

can be questioned what kind of futures are designers engaged in designing

for? Complexibility and dark emotions are often ignored in design practice

and process, in favor of ‘nice’ design for predictable consumers (Ibid. p. 38).
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hippocratic oath to never make anything ugly or think a negative thought”

instead a means of generating knowledge and posing questions, and in that

very well understood (Ibid. p. 11). They are known as: ‘Critical Design’, ‘Design

According to Dunne & Raby: “It is as if all designers have taken an unspoken

The design activities of this thesis have not been the primary purpose, but

2.2 SPECULATING THROUGH DESIGN

(Ibid. p. 6)

thereby arranging the soil from where we possibly can get there.

but instead we seek to spark reflections on what preferable futures could be,

continuation hereof, we do not desire to determine what preferable futures are,

on the possibilities of what the preferable future is - and to whom? (Ibid.). In

between probable and plausible, and uses SD to spark a collective discussion

the present reality. The last cone is that of preferable futures. This intersects

planning; something which according to an SD practice is too removed from

cone is possible futures, which has to do with futuristic and fantasy scenario

so that organizations will be prepared for different kinds of futures. The third

scenario planning naturally fits in, a tool for ensuring collective visualisation,

futures, which are the alternative near futures. This is where the use of

solutions within sustainable HCI naturally fit in. The second cone is plausible

happen and where most designers operate. This is where persuasive design

model. The first cone is the probable future, which is that which is likely to

Dunne and Raby propose four potential futures to design for, as shown in the

and discussion about the futures people really want.

so on, generating futures that act as catalysts for public debate

with experts, including ethics, political scientists, economics, and

Designers should not define futures for everyone else, but working
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PPPP: Model af Future Cones. (Ibid., p. 5) The potential futures.

Chapter 3

METHODS

appropriate methods or techniques for the particular process. However, we
can still extract some of the design characteristics that have been proposed
to determine a simple framework, which we establish as our foundation.

process and our empirical findings, which emerged along the

way. As mentioned before, this resulted in an iterative and

complex process.

describes and specifies several scenarios, which can visualize specific
described futures. In that case, unlike our version of SD, the designer makes
herself the definer of those future scenarios, and does this mostly to be able

methods and techniques in the precise chronological order in

which we have used them. We will start by describing how we

use SD as a methodology for this project.

that approach, because, as designers, we do not want to build and suggest a
preferred future, but instead create a space where it’s possible to discuss and
reflect on which futures can be preferred. All of these alternative futures can
be either darker or brighter scenarios, utopian or dystopian, but often they are
in between. Dunne & Raby propose a practice for not only designing artifacts
of use, but moreover a practice to raise issues, challenge assumptions, ask

SD is not defined as a traditional methodology, but instead as a position or

an attitude, in the same way as Critical Design is defined (Dunne & Raby

2013 p. 34). According to design professor James Auger every project is

unique with different methods and techniques (2013 p. 21). One could say

that SD is the opposite of affirmative design traditions, as it does not seek

to reinforce the way things are. Instead SD offers alternatives, suggesting

desirable future from becoming a reality (Urry 2016 p. 97). We have not followed

to mobilize a specific push towards a specific future or to prevent the less

not the same as the method of scenario-building, where the scenario builder

Through chapter 3, we will present a short description of these
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p. 71). Since SD interconnects with other related design fields, it uses any

determined beforehand. Rather we were guided by our research

Usually these projects are manifested as open-ended scenarios, which are

extreme in their notion of fiction and the imaginative (Dunne & Raby 2013

The methods and techniques used in this project were not

are typically used by speculative designers, since these approaches are more

areas of design research, methods from literature and contemporary art

that there can be other ways. In addition to gaining inspiration from other

3.1 SPECULATIVE DESIGN AS
METHODOLOGY

process.

something which we have found inspiration from and leaned on throughout this

a list of SD characteristics to possibly explore through the design practice,

and stimulate a collaborative and critical debate. Dunne & Raby propose

will result in a lack of engagement (2013 p. 2). Thus it must provoke attention

audiences can imagine the future proposal - if it is too futuristic and extreme it

later in the thesis. According to Auger, a success criteria for SD is that the

literally in our research process, something which we will elaborate further on

thinking we will speculate and imagine futures, and use what-if questions very

if thinking (2013 p. 86). We are aligned with this proposal. Through what-if

experiment, thus Dunne & Raby describe different projects, that explore what-

p. 70). A way to do that can be through posing what-if questions as a thought

imagination, the ability to literally imagine other worlds and alternatives.” (2013

questions and open ideas of possible scenarios - “Speculation is based on
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Ethics, Authorship. (Ibid p.1).

Provocation, conceptual Design, Citizen, Rhetoric,

Narratives of consumption”, implications, Humor,

us to suit the world, Social fiction, The “unreal” real,

Functional fiction, For how the world could be, Change

debate, Design as medium, In the service of society,

Critical, Problem finding, Asks questions, Design for

Characteristics to Speculative Design:

were recorded with acceptance from the interviewees and later transcribed.
Since we had the same interview guide for all the interviewees, with just few
exceptions in regards to the questions, it made it more manageable for us to
compare the answers and execute our coding process. Following the coding
process, the structured empirical data, gave us the opportunity to categorize
the subject reflections and responses, and further enable us to identify patterns
or conflicting descriptions.

with and ask questions to people with expert knowledge on climate issues,

hereby possibly gaining insights, positioning ourselves better, getting access

to unique professional knowledge and find inspiration for our further design

process. The qualitative interviews which we conducted were individual with

experts from different fields, all in their own way relating to climate disturbance.

According to Steinar Kvale, there is no right formula in regards to the right

amount of interviewees, however the number tends to be around five - twenty

between our curiosity, people we found relevant through our initial literature
research and the coincidences of who replied and found our project interesting
and relevant to engage with. To get ourselves started, we staged two pilot
interviews, before throwing ourselves into the official interviews. These two
pilot interviews helped us in shaping our questions and the manner in which
we would ask them.

structured, hereby allowing us to guide the conversation in the preferred

direction (Brinkmann 2014 p. 38). In this case, the preferred direction was

to get answers rich in personal reflection. The individual interviews were

conducted based on an interview guide (Annex, 2), with carefully worded open-

ended questions. In the setting of the interviews we encouraged the expert

interviewees to describe images and personal reflections. Both activating

following page.

served as a good starting point to access the mental and social ecologies

belonging to the interviewees. The conversations gave us inspiration and

The expert group of interviewees contributing to this thesis are listed on the

belonging to the interviewee. Further, we will argue that this strategy also

intimate perspectives and activating the specific professional knowledge

Finding our experts was an organic process, unfolding in the cross-section

1), which gave us a lot of material to work with. The interviews were semi-
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structured analysis of the empirical material (Kvale 1996 p. 130). All interviews

and thereby our entry into this domain, would be through interviews. To speak

five (1996 p. 102). We conducted twelve interviews in the initial phase (Annex,

gave us direction. These semi-structured interview situations contributed to a

As presented earlier, we found that a good place to start our research process

3.2 INTERVIEWS: WHY, HOW & WHO?

Jan Egesborg: Author and lobbyist.

Adrian Hassler: Danish Institute for Human Rights and
active in the movement Ende Gelände.

Rasmus Willig: Sociologist and researcher in the concept
of criticism. Author of the book: What should we answer?.

Helene Bjerre-Nielsen: Founder of SYTTEN and
Independent consultant in the UN’s 17 world goals.

Francesca Desmarais: IXD lead at CIID and
environmental strategist.

Mikael Bellers Madsen: Project manager in climate
friendly consumption patterns at the green think tank
Concito.

Torben Chrintz: Scientific adviser at the green think tank
Concito.

Sebastian H. Mernild: CEO at the Nansen Center and
Professor in Climate Change and Glaciology.

Jesper Theilgaard: Meteorologist, author, television host,
etc.

Gregers Andersen: Cultural researcher, author and
debater.

Malene Lundén: Artist and head of communication at
Samsø Energy Academy.

Lars Christian Lilleholt: Energy, supply and climate
minister.

Experts contributing to this project:
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as public voices.

marginalized, despite their privileged positions at universities and some even

of the voices we can present as a part of this thesis, are actually possibly

(Annex 1.11, Willig). These statements grant us the position to argue, that most

Willig argues that we are informed based mostly on commercial interests

and mental mechanisms which make such disturbance possible. Instead

Danish population are not informed about climate disturbance and the cultural

Another interviewee, sociologist Rasmus Willig shared that he believes we as the

are truly enlightened about the current climate situation (Annex 1.7, Andersen).

Gregers Andersen argued, that it is only below 1% of citizens in Denmark, who

other interests are dominating. One of the interviewees, cultural researcher

Either because of a lack in successful communication strategies, or because

was not prioritized by media to make it accessible and present it to the public.

views by the interviewees that underlined how their knowledge on this topic

marginalized voice after all. In several of our dialogues, we were presented with

group, when taking the voice of climate disturbance, may actually contain a

of power. Yet on the other hand, we find it interesting to note that this specific

society; academics, successful scientists, policy shapers with access to areas

with a privileged group of mostly high ranking people in an elite group of

empowerment of the oppressed.” (2006 p. 497). Yet in our case we are dealing

voice to the voiceless and marginalized - “...interviews may contribute to the

feminist approach by enhancing the subjective, personal experience and giving

According to Kvale, the qualitative interview can historically be placed as a

3.2.1 The marginalized perspectives

thoughts and feelings freely on the subject, yet felt they could only do so, if

to us, several of the interviewees expressed that they wanted to share their

After some of the initial interviews had taken place, a pattern became apparent

questions had been presented and asked.

had come to an end, the one asking the questions would always ensure that all

structure the interview and be the one asking the questions. As each interview

time, activating the dictaphone and taking notes, while the other person would

our respective roles beforehand, one of us being the social supporter, noting

unfold between us and the subject. One fixed aspect was that we planned

the questions in a relaxed manner, leaving space for improvised dialogue to

by casual small-talk, then move quickly into the official interview, and deliver

between us and the experts. Our approach was to initiate the social setting

always left space for sequences of more or less free and improvised speech

dialogue, as our way of conducting the interviews was somewhat open and

2006 p. 483). Yet we have and will occasionally refer to the interviews as a

other part serves as a means for the interviewer’s knowledge interest” (Kvale

the involved actors - “...in an interview, one part seeks understanding and the

argues that any interview situation presents an asymmetry of power between

interviewer has a specific purpose for that which is spoken. In this way Kvale

Kvale, referring to an interview situation as a dialogue, is misleading, as the

upon the power positioning and ethics in an interview situation. According to

With an offset in a critique raised by Kvale himself, in 2006, we shortly reflect

3.2.2 Ethical considerations
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of our material, as we conducted an interview with Australian coral expert

located at unreachable locations. This posed a challenge regarding the quality

of the interviews were conducted via Skype, as the interviewees are busy or

further he also decided when the interview was over. Adding to that, some

this situation the Minister seemed to become defensive at a certain point, and

his office, which as a variation did establish him as the natural authority. In

visiting the Ministry and Minister Lilleholt we on the contrary were guesting

for us to present ourselves as trustworthy and with a certain authority. When

interviewees to a well presented setting such as ITU or our office, was a way

our questions by mail some days before the encounter. Being able to invite the

enclosed and comfortable spaces and establishing predictability by sending

2006 p. 482). We aimed at establishing trust by inviting the interviewees into

close personal encounter where the subjects unveil their private worlds.” (Kvale

interviewer may, with a charming, gentle, and client-centered manner, create a

honest and personal reflections on any given subject. According to Kvale “...[t]he

trust between subject and interviewee is of great importance, when looking for

contact them and ask for their permission to do so. Being able to establish the

consider to publish statements directly connected to their names, we would

what is not. We underlined to everyone involved, that if we at any point would

scientists, guard their words and are careful about what is made public and

domain which is politicized and delicate, where people and maybe especially

on tape (Kvale 2006 p. 482). This observation indicated to us that we were in a

to their subject’s privacy wishes, to be able to get some printable information

situation, where the interviewer could end up stretching the ethics in relation

consideration can be regarded in line of a feminist critique of the interview

they were certain, that they would not be directly quoted to the public. This

the transcriptions in the appendix (Annex 1).

these quotes into English. However the experts’ original words can be found in

Danish. When using quotes from the experts in our analysis, we will translate

we can create the what-if questions. The vast majority of our interviews were in

485). But for us the point of this process is to shape the empirical data so that

what an interviewee says in his or her own theoretical schemes.” (Kvale 2006 p.

privilege to interpret and report what the interviewee really meant and to frame

the material - “...the interviewer, as the ‘big interpreter’, maintains exclusive

that we in this process are working from our own subjective interpretation of

When we later in this thesis unfold the analysis of the material, we are aware

the qualitative interviews, have been very rewarding and unfolded smoothly.

became unusable. Apart from this our overall results and encounters through

Charlie Veron via Skype, the connection was so weak that all the material
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sentences, keywords and quotes which we could then cluster and group into
the twelve categories. Within each category we condensed the content even
further. The coding technique provided us with structured and manageable
content, which made the text material more accessible for us to work with
going further into the process. When deciding on how to further work with this
condensation of our empirical material, we looked towards SD again, and the
technique of proposing what-if questions.

order to reduce the text segments, generate structure and be able to extract

meaning from this empirical data, we coded the material, which is an analytical

technique within the tradition of Grounded Theory methodology (Brinkmann

& Tanggaard 2010 p. 47). Coding is a technique where the emphasis is on

interpreting content (Ibid.), and the purpose to condense the text material into

inductive empirical-driven keywords that can then be compared or contrasted

as an example (Ibid.). In our case we chose this technique in order to identify

Enlightenment Project, Scenarios, Process of change.

Turning-point, Images, Media, Identification figures, Nature,

Society, Storytelling, Aesthetics of Limitation, Responsibility,

main categories:

empirical data. We then collected all the themes under the following twelve

and extracted different themes, thus providing us with an overview of the

is going on?” (Ibid. p. 212) we read the transcriptions, section by section

reflections, problems, insights and images. Based on the question “What
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the transcriptions, this time with the twelve categories in mind, selecting

hours of recorded speech, we finally ended up with a large amount of text. In

specific patterns in the text, and from these patterns subtract a spectre of

At this point we then once again repeated a reading session, and went through

As a result of conducting the interviews and transcribing approximately eleven

3.3 CONDENSATION OF INTERVIEWS

of reflections and debate. The what-if question is typically a fiction, and by this
fictional quality, it requires people to suspend their attitudes and make their
reflections and imaginations wander (Dunne & Raby 2013). When asking this
sort of questions, it naturally also becomes a process of critique, as it makes
people reflect on the present. However nowhere do Dunne and Raby articulate

solutions to the climate crisis, which no one followed convincingly. Something

which, among other reasons, has lead to the planetary trouble we are in now.

That there are futures that we didn’t take. And these futures which we didn’t

take, represent those sides to ourselves, that we never got to know. So how

can we as designers explore those unknown sides to our species?
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space of speculation. Hereby the what-if can work as an instigator for spaces

Where she reflects on the fact, that Randers presented twelve different policy

Hoyle and John Wyndham) and allows you to explore an idea beginning with

is a technique which is popularly used by science fiction authors (e.g., Fred

2013). Another thought experiment to activate, is the what-if question. This

as a thought experiment rather than working with predictions (Dunne & Raby

for that alternate world which could have been. Opening up a parallel world

The Limits to Growth back in the early 80’s? Using this as a starting point

- what would have happened if Ronald Reagan had centred his policies around

possible future (Dunne & Raby 2013 p. 82). As an example one could speculate

the speculation about what might have happened if we had chosen another

moment in history, and this historical fact is altered and changed, to open up

experiments we can activate. One is the counterfactual, where we revisit a

Approaching this reflection within a SD position, there are different thought

a sort of bridge for the reader, a bridge between the place she is in and the

articulated by one of the interviewees, young designer Francesca Desmarais.

inquiries and the participants contributing.

the following section we will present a short description of the three speculative

climate futures? So we planned three exploratory inquiries with participants. In

what reaction can they activate, if any? Can they spark critical reflections about

ideate creativity. We wanted to test citizens reactions towards these sentences -

Creating the what-if’s in a similar way as creating design opportunities - to

from the perspectives of experts, we naturally chose the second option.

we initiated our thesis process by exploring the domain of climate disturbance

in the same way as with a more traditional ‘problem solving’ practice? Since

them up? Or should we rather extract these questions from a chosen domain,

how to come up with the what-if questions. Are we supposed to just make

a simple articulation of a speculation. The what-if sentence hereby becomes

As described in the introduction, we found our direction from the reflection

3.4 WHAT IF...

Elisabeth Hjortshøj: Journalist, Robin Hunt: British Author and Poet, Sille
Kirketerp Berthelsen: Journalist, Nynne Nynne: Writer and Artist in Goodiepal
& Pals & Soran Azad: Academic & Writer.

as well as the delivery of the content. Further we will present the participants

contributing to the inquiries. The particular inquiries were developed through

the series of what-if questions. With the help from participants within the

Karin Dam Nordlund: Digital Designer, Victor Lyse: Industrial Design Student,
Tilde Trampedach Juul: Filmmaker, Kamil Dossar Franko: Filmmaker and Art
Student, Tiril Nørgaard Breili: Industrial Design Student.

and attitudes. As well as their reactions towards the questions. Their material

outcomes were never meant to be the focal point of admiration, rather the

making of the stories and visual interpretations was intended to spark reflection

Industrial Design Student, Victor Lyse: Industrial Design Student, Karin
Dam Nordlund: Digital Designer, Sophia Balle: Academic, Mathilde Meiner:
Academic.

on their experience working with the what-if questions. We will elaborate on

their feedback reflections through the theoretical perspectives when analysing

and discussing later in this thesis. We gave the participants the choice to

appendices (Annex 3).

quotes used in the analysis, however, the original quotation can be found in the

Participants

Kamil Dossar Franko: Filmmaker and Art Student, Tiril Nørgaard Breili:

inquiries. For that same reason, we asked the participants to give us feedback

write the feedback in either English or Danish. We will translate the Danish

Everyday meditations:

outcomes and not the outcomes themselves was the true purpose of the

and initiate discussions among the participants. So the making of the artistic

Discussion cards:

discussions, reflections and visual interpretations would challenge perspectives
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Marie Bjørn: Screenwriter, Michael Richardt: Performance Artist,

inquiries, aimed at testing the participants experience with the what-if questions

field of art, literature and academia, we explored how their making of stories,

Writers flow:

In this section, we give a short description of each of our three exploratory

3.5 INQUIRIES: TESTING WHAT-IF’S
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task driven situation. The second inquiry also had an artistic outcome, however

In the first workshop we tested the questions in an individually reflexive, yet

3.5.2 Second inquiry

was as heterogeneous as our group of participants.

to state that it was not science fiction they were writing. The creative outcome

chosen questions. The scenarios had to be rooted in reality, as it was important

freely write alternative future scenarios they could see as a consequence of the

the opportunity to choose the questions which attracted them the most and

questions in their raw form, written in a line one after the other. We gave them

what-if questions that they could choose between. They accessed the what-if

own Google docs, with an introduction to the workshop as well as the crafted

up with seven writers participating. The seven participants all received their

a handful of participants for each experiment. For this first inquiry, we ended

in our network, we chose to find our participants there. We searched for

questions generated. Since we have a number of artistic and academic people

scenarios they could externalise through the what-if’s and what reactions, the

imagination and telling stories. We wanted to test what kind of imaginary future

to reflect artistically and alone while writing and used to working with the

author and a playwrite. We chose writers for this inquiry, as they are accustomed

were all educated or working professionally in writing: journalists, poets, an

we named: Writers Flow (Annex 3.1). The participants invited for this workshop

The first experimental inquiry was an online individual writing workshop, that

3.5.1 First inquiry

withdrew some even before they had started and some during the week.

we initially met great support for the task from our participants, many of them

participants daily everyday routine life. It proved to be a challenge. Although

how to implement the questions and the accompanying reflections into the

but included academics as well. This inquiry was specially aimed at exploring

a creative outcome, our participants were not limited to artists and writers,

to them as printed physical books (Annex 5). Since this inquiry did not involve

The seven daily meditations that were related to different what-if’s were given

since the participants were asked to reflect alone on the what-if questions.

written reflections. We named the third inquiry: Daily meditations (Annex 3.3),

The third inquiry consisted of a week of daily individual tasks followed by

3.5.3 Third inquiry

dialogues in pictures. Both groups tried to capture consumer behavior.

Each group, then went into the city and explored how to visually manifest their

ideating on the dialogues they had in the group and how to make it visible.

one at a time and debated in the group. Then they had a sketching session,

discussed the what-if questions. The questions were on cards, that they drew

not know personally. They were divided into two groups, where they initially

The five participants were also from our own network, yet some of them we did

makers. They are all accustomed to reflecting artistically in visual outcomes.

this workshop are all working professionally as either visual designers or film

and half hours, with pictures as material outcome. The participants invited for

Discussion cards (Annex 3.2) and it was a collaborative workshop for two

this time it was manifested in images. This experimental inquiry, we named:
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THEORY
Chapter 4

3

Three Ecologies. This articulation of three interconnected networks existing
of mind, society and environment was originally presented by English social
scientist and linguist Gregory Bateson in Steps to An Ecology of Mind. Guattari
seeks to refine the concept further. Not only did Bateson present a network
concept, he also argued that if humans continued to control nature instead of
understanding it, it will ultimately shift a crucial balance - “[t]he unit of survival
is organism plus environment. We are learning by bitter experience that the
organism which destroys its environment, destroys itself.” (Bateson 1972 p.
491). Following Bateson, Guattari extends the definition of ecology beyond
the environmental ecology, to include both human subjectivity and social

and perspective. We initiate this section by opening up

The Three Ecologies by Felix Guattari. Subsequently we

unfold supporting arguments by Per Espen Stoknes on how

citizens in western societies are in denial about climate issues.

He argues that we need to move from mere facts onto knowledge

and then to acknowledgement in order to break the denial.

Further he argues that artists and designers can play a significant

role in communicating knowledge about climate issues. Finally

we will elaborate on the The cosmopolitical proposal as well as

the Ecology of Practices articulated by Isabelle Stengers.
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this in the writings of Guattari and specifically in one of his final works, The

for our later analysis of inquiries and our further discussion

The term of Cartesian dualism, is derived from the word ‘Cartesius’, which is the Latin name for Descartes.
This term is thus simply a term describing Rene Descartes’ articulation of the ancient concept of dualism, as rooted
in Greek thought.

greater crisis, a social, cultural and mental crisis, and we seek arguments for

chosen pillars of literature. Hereby building a structure

and the general dualistic ontology, which has dominated western thinking

A network idea, which is a fundamental break with the Cartesian dualism3

relations as well - social ecology, mental ecology and environmental ecology.

Climate disturbance is not an isolated phenomena, but a part of a much

Through the whole of chapter 4 we will elaborate on our

- Félix Guattari (2014:p.29)

It is not only species that are becoming extinct but also the words, phrases and gestures of human solidarity.

4.1 THE THREE ECOLOGIES

where people inspired by the character of the artist, always are in the process
of reinventing themselves, never stagnating in rigid dogma, centralisation or
fixed structure. A situation with increasingly different individuals, where there
is space for diversity and plurality, a constantly mutating socius as Guattari
describes it, as well as a collective domain which is united with dynamic ties
between individuals. (Guattari 2014 p. 47). We find that Guattari’s presentation
of the interwoven ecologies, present the possibility of choosing one ecology,
working on and within that ecology, knowing that the other ecologies naturally
will be affected. From this we have chosen to work on the mental ecology.
His arguments inspire us to design for a new way of inhabiting the world. We
will do so inspired by the methods of speculative design practice, cultivating
speculative mental spaces, sparking reflections and discussions, and in this
way possibly facilitating a shift in perspective and attitude about the way we
are on planet Earth. The way in which we want to activate such mental spaces
will be unfolded later in the section describing our design inquiries. But first we
find it relevant to look at aspects regarding shifts in attitude and perspective.

simultaneously (Guattari 2014 p. 28). Guattari adds to Bateson’s writings a

more radical post-structuralist Marxism to the idea of the three ecologies - “[t]

he only true response to the ecological crisis is on a global scale, provided that

it brings about an authentic political, social and cultural revolution, reshaping

the objectives of the production of both material and immaterial assets.”

(Guattari 2000 p. 18). Ecology from Guattari’s perspective is not reserved for

the idea of a few nature lovers or a milieu of specialists. It is far more than the

notion of environment, instead it questions the whole of subjectivity and the

capitalistic forces of today, what he describes as ‘Integrated World Capitalism’

(Guattari 2014). It is an understanding of nonlinear connectedness on a large

scale, seeking balance which we would argue naturally opposes itself to the

capitalistic system obsessed with infinite growth. These same capitalistic power

formations cannot, according to Guattari, continue to progress as they have

done throughout the previous decade (Guattari 2014 p. 35), as it is destructive

to not only the planet, but also to the social and the mental ecologies. We

would argue then, that any change made in the mental would conclusively

Further he explains that new stories should replace the old narratives when re-

the Earth enough and are now on the brink of ecocide.” (Guattari 2000 p. 3).

reconsideration of itself” (Guattari 2014 p. 46) and “... that we have challenged

that there will be no more human history unless humanity undertakes a radical

to overcome this major crisis of our era and states that: “[t]here is at least a risk

environment.” (Guattari 2000 p. 27). Guattari calls for a radical change in order

wrong to make a distinction between action on the psyche, the socius and the
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world, according to Guattari, must manifest as a cultivation of an environment,

transversally; changes in one ecology produces change in the other ecologies

then manifest in the other ecologies, as they are interconnected - “[i]t is quite

creating the world (Guattari 2014 p. 45). This reconsideration of humanity and the

through centuries. The three ecologies are not distinct entities but are formed

presentation of horrific atrocities and consequences hereof. The climate facts
have been presented in this way by scientists, environmental activists, artists,
civil society actors and politicians. So why are we not changing convincingly?
What is at stake in the human psyche? We do not have the ambition of answering
this fully, but we do see it as necessary to touch upon these aspects in the
following section. As Randers articulates it “[p]ushing ever more information
onto people who are in denial will never help. (...) Instead, we must make it
more attractive in the short term for a large group of citizens to take part in the
creation of a new green future...” (Stoknes 2015 p. x). Stoknes emphasizes
that the mere presentation of facts will not make people change behaviour, and
that we need a shift towards new stories about climate disturbance. Plus that
it is just as important to understand the human response to climate change,
as it is understanding climate change itself (Stoknes 2015). Stoknes presents
research which illustrates, that paradoxically 50% of the population in the
wealthiest countries are also the people who side with the 2% of researchers

there are refugees of war. Some scientists describe, how we have to go back

five-fifteen million years to find as much CO2 in the biosphere as today (Stoknes

2015 p. 36). We are in a situation, where animal life, insect creatures and plant

existences are being wiped away from physical manifestation at a rate which

has never existed on this planet before (Willig & Vetlesen 2017). In Europe and

Denmark the overall bird populations are diminishing dramatically, several bird

species are extinct or close to extinction and the birds which are alive are filled

with bits and pieces of plastic. In 2017 there was proven to be more plastic

in the oceans than fish presence and half of the mammals on land have lost

80% of their living area. Furthermore, the amount of individual animals on a

global scale has been cut by 50% since the 70’s. This means that the mere

mass of ‘animal’, has been halved in less than 50 years (Ibid.). Actually “[t]

he world is less sustainable today than it was in 1970” (Stoknes 2015 p. ix).

As American-British poet T.S. Eliot wrote: “Humankind cannot bear too much

reality.” (Stoknes 2015 p. 79).
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As illustrated above, communicating climate disturbance is typically a

Not many people are aware that there are more climate refugees today than

- Per Espen Stoknes (2015:p.194)

The climate symptoms are forcing us to re-spect, to re-look into the human values and our way of being in the world.

4.2 PRESENTING MORE THAN FACTS

nature, or the environment, is very different from being separate and against
it - or even advocating ‘for’ it.” (Stoknes 2015 p. 196). The danger herein we
would argue, is that climate disturbance remains parked in a silo outside of
us; distant to the mentality of the individual. In a design context this could be
identified as the approach which typically turns to different external problem
solving strategies such as that of nudging and attempts to design technology,
which changes the users behaviour towards a more sustainable way of living.
As much as these strategies are needed, we find it interesting to explore what
will happen if we instead design for the internal. What if we design for the spark
of critical reflection, discussion and speculation? Building on the arguments
by Stoknes, it is important to activate reflections on climate disturbance in a
simple and manageable way, as opposed to distant and abstract. When it is
near, we tend to see more urgency (Stoknes 2015), and what could be more
near than an internal reflection; a shift in perspective and attitude. At this point
it is important to state, that we are not interested in moving further into an
exploration of the actual moment of behavioral change, yet find it relevant
to touch upon those conditions surrounding the possibilities for a change in
attitude and perspective, as these insights will be necessary when moving into
the inquiry, sketching and prototyping phases.

identifies that a large group of citizens in western countries are in denial. This

sparks the question on how this state of denial can be transformed. Stoknes

describes how denial is a natural response to a wicked problem with no simple

solution. He describes how we must move from mere facts and information

about climate issues to knowledge, and from knowledge to acknowledgement,

to be able to break the denial. The break between the different states involves

an emotional experience which brings about a shift in the organisation of

personality, and a subtle shift in identity - “[a]cknowledgement is the death of

denial, the awakening to the real.” (Stoknes 2015 p. 78). Stoknes describes

how we must experiment with the way people process knowledge about climate

disturbance and that storytellers, designers, artists have an important role to

play in translating the science, the knowledge about the planetary troubles

(Stoknes 2015). Further he goes on to present how much of the climate jargon

today is in a language which people do not understand, and therefore naturally

climate disturbance becomes distant to people. He presents that according to

cognitive psychology, the main reason why people are not reacting and acting

on climate disturbance convincingly is, that the whole issue is presented as

very distant and abstract to us (Stoknes 2015 p. 39). That we are approaching

climate disturbance as something externalised from ourselves - “Saying that

where climate disturbance is something outside of ourselves, and merely found

help this distant thing.” (Stoknes 2015 p. 196). Thus we reproduce an attitude

the street. In this view, we have to pull ourselves together to reach out and

our houses and brains, while the environment is found beyond the fence and
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this Stoknes says that “...we are fully immersed in nature (...) [b]eing inside

or who deny ‘climate change’ is even happening (ibid). Hereby Stoknes

‘We have to care for our environment’ leads us to think that we are here inside

in the environmental ecology, to use the words of Guattari. As an answer to

which either deny that climate disturbance is a consequence of human culture

questions and speculations?

2014) as a proposal for a more critical practise to better understand ourselves
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in perspective. What if we let design be an activation of critical reflections,

and have been adapted by speculative design (Mazé & Redström 2008; Jönsson

Like Bateson, and Guattari, Stengers also uses the term ecologie. And in a
similar way it describes how an ecologie is never an isolated practice. They
all think of these ‘networks’ as a way of understanding the world. There is no
identity of a practice that is independent of its environment (Stengers 2005b. p.
187). She uses the term in relation to an ecology of practice, which is something
processual, that relates to the production of knowledge or different forms of
meaning. Knowledge is always generated through different types of processes
with different actors (Ibid.). When we look at the domain of climate disturbance,
what practices have contributed to creating knowledge in climate? What
happens when we begin to involve other practices, like techniques from the
field of SD? These are some of the questions we are looking at, using Stengers
ecology of practice.

give space for hesitation and start questioning the general understandings of

dominating situations or problems in society (Stengers 2005a. p. 995). Stengers

uses the conceptual figure of the idiot to spark such interruptions, as the idiot

denotes a somewhat slow mind. So what is offered when we slow down and

start reflecting is that our perception may be transformed, if the way we pay

attention changes (Ibid.). In that sense the cosmopolitical proposal is not

concerned with providing answers, but rather suggests a shift in perspective.

In order to do that and further produce new knowledge and meaning, we need

tools that have the power to make us ‘think’, as opposed to ‘recognizing’ that

which we already know, as proposed by Stengers (Stengers 2005b. p. 185). Our

argument is supported by this notion, that design can be understood as ‘an art

of staging’ a scene in which collective thinking can take place (Stengers 2005a.

and others in relation to ourselves. Stengers proposes that we ‘slow down’ and

p. 1002). A way of establishing space for reflection which could lead to a shift

The above words are articulated by Stengers in The cosmopolitical proposal,

problems and situations mobilizing us? - Isabelle Stengers (2005:994)

verification than the way in which it is able to “slow down” reasoning and create an opportunity to arouse a slightly different awareness of the

How can we present a proposal intended not to say what is, or what ought to be, but to provoke thought, a proposal that requires no other

4.3 A SHIFT IN PERSPECTIVE
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Chapter 5

FROM INTERVIEWS
TO WHAT-IF’S

a dystopian, violent and totalitarian future, illustrated by sentences such as:
“The transformations which are needed, are so radical that they in themselves
can create economic disasters.”, and “...we have to understand it is a state of
emergency, a civilization-related state of emergency we are living in…” (Annex

spoken word by the interviewees into a text-material containing

different patterns and arguments. At the end of this section we

present a selection of what-if questions, which were shaped

from the empirical material.

structure, where we continue to replicate these issues, which are problematic.
We must free ourselves from this pattern, so we can free others.” (Annex
1.1, Hassler). An emphasis on how we as citizens are stuck in a structure

In the following section, we will present an analytical run-through of the main

twelve categories. The order of the categories is conceived from a general

overview of which arguments and reflections support each other.

(Annex 1.1, Hassler). Further we identify an argument that - “... we are part of a

as an extension of the same theme “...we need some more radical change.”

radical societal changes are needed here and now” (Annex 1.7, Andersen), and

1.7, Andersen). A second articulation stays in this theme - “Some extremely

A general and returning argument relating to Society is a description of

to establish a solid understanding of the data, transforming the

all of the what-if questions. Through this presentation, we seek

that which shapes some of our proposed design principles and

argumentation-clusters and the conclusions hereof, will later be
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Enlightenment Project // Scenarios // Process of change

words and sentences, which we subtracted through our coding

5.1.1 Society

Turning-point // Images // Media // Identification-figures// Nature //

through a careful analysis, category by category, where central

process, will be clustered together in main arguments. These

Society // Storytelling // Aesthetics of Limitation // Responsibility //

Chapter 5 is a display of the empirical material presented

The categories are presented in the following order:

5.1 WORKING THE WORDS
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What if we are in a state of emergency?

climate disturbance?

What if you were to create a religion that made it possible for us to solve

What if you were willing to do the most radical thing?

What if it’s already too late?

From this we can articulate the following what-if’s:

organised religion could be useful, when we are in need of collective action.

be doing the opposite, and that a strategy using dogmatic practice such as

be. That there is a general tendency to seek safety while we should actually

actually in a state of emergency, and we need to be as radical as we can

The argumentations we create our what-if questions from are, that we are

WHAT-IF’S ON SOCIETY

as to develop Religion.” (Annex 1.10, Chrintz).

together, if they all possess their own free will (...) people were then so clever

force which can gather people: “... how do you get these 200 people to work

strategy of activating ‘the collective’, and a description of religion as a possible

of living which are climate friendly. Further we find an argument describing a

people should move into unknown situations and activate alternative ways

the interviewees present as that which the time actually demands of us; that

our time that people seek security. This stands as a direct contrast to what

get.” (Annex 1.9, Bjerre). In general the interviewees identify this tendency of

of the uncertainty: “We know what we have, but we do not know what we will

mantra of our time is ‘Security’.” (Annex 1.8, Bellens) and further a depiction

which replicates climate-hostile actions. Then there is a description as: “The

All exemplifications belonging to this category accentuate that there is a

What-if’s on Storytelling

is not just around the corner, but that it has already arrived.

is already here!” (Annex 1.6, Lundén). Hereby claiming that climate disturbance

Wolf - “...‘the wolf is coming, the wolf is coming!’. But I would say that the wolf

draw forth from this category is a recurring story about The Boy Who Cried

and that it is human civilisation which will not survive. The last example we will

planet will be fine, and that maybe we are just a very short destructive phase,

1.10, Chrintz). A comment which confronts us with the possibility that the

that “... perhaps it is more a pity for humanity than it is for the planet.” (Annex

narratives arise about the planet, we choose this quote by Chrintz to illustrate

Denmark is in direct contrast to the actual situation. When observing which

country.” (Annex 1.10, Chrintz), hereby describing how the perception of

it objectively and according to the numbers, Denmark is not at all a sustainable

world on many issues. This is very much the Danish storytelling. If you look at

a story of Denmark being a sustainable and green country, as leading in the

- “... the Danish media’s angle on climate is very much constructed around

stories presented to us in this category is illustrated by the following quote

are not presented with an alternative third or fourth story. Another battle of

progress, or we can choose the story about the total collapse, but we actually

This argument explores whether we can either choose between the story of

Andersen). One is the story of progress, the other is the story of the collapse.

“We are facing two stories which are in conflict with each other.” (Annex 1.7,

5.1.2 Storytelling
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of the changes which are crucial and needed at the moment. Further we can

illustrating how the idea of personal freedom may actually be getting in the way

this would be an infringement of our personal freedom.” (Ibid.). Bellers hereby

on our personal consumption, because this is a tender subject for them (...) as

the notion of unlimited individual freedom - “... politicians will not comment

but I will not!” (Ibid.). Clearly the notion of conscious limitations is opposed to

choose the limited life - “... well I could buy a Tesla tomorrow, please note that,

it became clear to us, that it is actually a status symbol in this group, to actively

hours. We would rather sit on a bus for four days.” (Annex 1.8, Bellers). Further

family journeys in busses - “The whole bus stinks of garlic. We will not fly for two

aeroplanes. Several of them have in common that they can tell stories about

have stopped eating meat, they have sold their cars and they refuse to board

of the interviewees have consciously set up limitations to their lives. Most

From the collected statements belonging to this category, it is clear that most

5.1.3 Aesthetics of Limitation

What if it wasn’t the planet going under, but the human race?

What if the distant was near?

What if the distant abstract problems were close, tangible and intimate?

What if the story of progress and the story of collapse were the same?

state of things. This leads us to the following what-if’s:

which we can identify, between the actual state of things and the perceived

disconnect in Denmark, a cognitive dissonance. This is illustrated by the gap

which will be unfolded in the following category section.

What!? Is it freedom to sit in a car on the motorway? In that space alone, with

Overall this category presents reflections on what ‘the good life’ is today. There
is a clear tendency that the interviewees view the ability to actively choose
limitations and regulations for yourself and your family, as something which is
a part of the new type of good life, as it activates a sense of meaning. It is even
a symbol of status to be able to tell the story of these conscious limitations of
the everyday life. Further notions of individual freedom are presented, and how
this notion of the ultimate individual freedom to do and consume whatever you
feel like, may actually be in opposition to those changes which are crucial. This
leads us to the following what-if’s:

which feels meaningful - “... it has been proven, that certain families actually

thrive on the idea of entering into something which is larger than themselves,

and take responsibility upon themselves.” (Annex 1.8, Bellers). And further: “...

to do something which does not consume energy, or consume flights.” (Annex

1.6, Lundén), and “That which is attractive is found in the meaningful.” (Annex

1.7, Andersen). And then finally a proposal about “... a new kind of continuity, a

new kind of conservatism.” (Annex 1.6, Lundén). Thus it is described by several

of the interviewees, that what is meaningful is that which is climate friendly,

and hereby a consciously limited lifestyle. Lundén even states that we need

What if the good life was being poor?

Hence the name of this category.

regulate their life by eating less meat, and stuff like that, and that is cool, but it

several interviewees do not believe this to be effective at all: “... many try to

conscious limitations and restrictions, it is a general critical reflection, where

make some personal restrictions.” (Annex 1.7, Andersen). In relation to these

knowledge over a long period of time, (...) has made me ready to make some,

limitations, one interviewee presents that: “I myself am an example, that more

For the individual and the family to reach to this point of consciously chosen

What if it was a status symbol to actively choose the limited life?

We would suggest that this could be approached as the aesthetics of limitation.

What if your limitations were a new expression?

What if a new kind of conservatism was attractive?

What if your everyday routines were your happiness?

interviewees circulate around notions of making the limited life the attractive life.

to cultivate an attraction towards a new kind of conservatism. In general the

What-if’s on Aesthetics of Limitation

present arguments which underline, that a life with conscious limitation, is a life
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(Annex 1.2, Egesborg). This naturally leads to notions about responsibility,

when people say ‘I want a car because it grants me freedom!’ - ‘Freedom’ (...)

yourself? Is that it, is that freedom?” (Annex 1.6, Lundén). The interviewees

will not change anything. Instead we should make demands on corporations.”

identify a pattern, where limitations are opposed to notions about freedom - “...

Categories from transcriptions
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To make a partial conclusion on this, an interviewee reflects specifically on this

act there is - “A tacit acceptance of a collective suicide.” (Annex 1.11, Willig).

illustrates the argument, that while everybody is busy finding out who should

a political battle.” (Annex 1.7, Andersen). One of the more dramatic quotations

single individual.” (Annex 1.6, Lundén) and further “From my perspective, this is

and “I believe in the larger units. You know, the collective and rather than the

It is them who should make these kind of decisions.” (Annex 1.2, Egesborg),

sitting, possibly an idea of a centralised power position - “It is the politicians.

an idea, that responsibility is to be found somewhere else than where they are

different access points to this issue. But it seems that the interviewees carry

bance is a wicked problem, there are many responsible stakeholders, all with

bility to act on climate. Conversely one could also argue, that as climate distur-

ent a state of confusion or disagreement on who actually carries the responsi-

nothing really happens.” (Annex 1.5, Lilleholt). In general the interviewees pres-

also think it’s a good idea. When the citizens do not think it is a good idea, then

themselves can act - “But the crucial aspect to this is, that the citizens must

pation, a state where people are waiting for someone else to act, before they

1.11, Willig). And then on the contrary, there is the argument of a dulling antici-

condition or better. And this is not what we are doing at the moment.” (Annex

following image: “The house which we inherit, we must pass this on in the same

1.6, Lundén). A sense of generational responsibility is presented through the

tion.” (Annex 1.3, Theilgaard), and “As you own power, you own fault.” (Annex

- “The people who are able and who have the knowledge, they have an obliga-

In this category the interviewees articulate different views on responsibility

5.1.4 Responsibility

and more and more people are realising this (...) the situation is totally out
of control.” (Annex 1.8, Bellers) and “But it was actually the fact that she [a

are discussing who should act, we are possibly commiting collective suicide.

This leads us to the following what-if’s:
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an urge to act as a result of a perceived realisation that: “... in all its horror,

opposing ideas about how to act and who should act. And the idea that while we

they received specific insights on climate issues, from someone they could
identify with: “At a national congress in Venstre back in 2007-08, Fogh [former
Danish Prime Minister Anders Fogh Rasmussen] gave a speech, wherein

What if you were the only one who could save the world?

What if all the people who were responsible for saving the world were

unaware, and it was only you who could make them understand?

lecture, and still to this day I remember this… Yet I can’t remember what the
person said specifically, but I remember their sense of urgency.” (Annex 1.1,
Hassler). Another interviewee experienced a turning-point in a period of her
life where she started asking questions: “And then I started the process of
creating this book about it [local climate]. And that was a turning-point for me
personally, because I took all my incompetence and made an activity out of
it. And I exposed my incompetence when I started to ask questions.” (Annex
1.6, Lundén). These arguments lead us to the following short summary and the

of-urgency was activated in them, several reply that it was not something

which occured in a single moment, but something which happened over a

longer period of time. Where they were being exposed to insights and complex

knowledge specifically on climate disturbance: “...it wasn’t just immediate,

but a slow process.” (Annex 1.7, Andersen). In continuation of this, one of

the interviewees shares that after reading a full report on climate issues, he

experienced a radical change - “So I sat down and read the UN report - 8000

another interviewee: “But then there was this climate scientist, who gave a

independent from oil, coal and natural gas…” (Annex 1.5, Lilleholt). And from

to… That this is a challenge which we must face. We must make ourselves

When we ask the interviewees about their own experiences on how a state-

5.1.5 Turning-point

Hassler). Others describe how their turning-point came from a situation where

What if you never waited for someone else to act?

he emphasizes in dramatic terms, how the situation is now, that we have

latest academic research and from this said: We are fucked!” (Annex 1.1,

What if we were tacitly commiting collective suicide?

climate scientist who the interviewee heard speak years back] presented the

Other arguments about turning-points were when interviewees experienced

The most dominating reflection pattern of this category is clearly the presented

What-if’s on Responsibility

wanted to understand what they were (...) So I actually turned my whole career

individual responsibility.” (Annex 1.8, Bellers).
around after reading those 8000 pages.” (Annex 1.10, Chrintz).

pages. Before this I did not have much knowledge on climate issues, so I

with: “To not just wait for others to solve this. So the starting point must be with

through metaphor how Hassler views humanity - “I imagine an animal of some
sort, which sits in the middle of everything and eats all it can get a hold of.
And when it is done with it, just throws it away. Just dumps it on the rest of
the world. And there are several human beings around it telling it to stop. But
we cannot stop, because we are so busy eating everything we see.” (Annex
1.1, Hassler). When we ask interviewees about which images do not work,

on climate issues over a longer period of time, have an ensuing turning-point

in their lives. It is also made clear how an experience of the current situation

as ‘out of control’ is something which activates the individual in taking on

the responsibility for action. Granting oneself the possibility of asking stupid

questions, we also find to be an interesting observation. And from these

considerations we articulate the following what-if’s:
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images about consumption, especially one image is very illustrative, describing

It is clear to conclude, that the interviewees who are exposed to deep insights

ice. I am getting sick from looking at that ice.” (Annex 1.6, Lundén). When
asking about images of the planet, several of the subjects get emotional while
speaking - “... Earth is like… It is actually... [interviewee is moved emotionally]

What if you were exposed to knowledge on climate every single day?

What if you dared to ask questions?

What if the consequences were told as a personal story?

find out how everything is put together. A perspective like that generates a lot of
respect.” (Annex 1.4, Mernild). A final image we find relevant to present, is when
Hassler recounts an image of a group of activists expressing civil disobedience
by blockading the path of a truck close to a coal-mine: “... human beings are
standing in front of these giant machines.” (Annex 1.1, Hassler). An image
which he experiences as a metaphor for the struggle which he is engaged in.

articulations we can mention are: enemy, collapse, ‘sunset industry’, Easter

Islands, collective suicide, humans as parasites, Nature as a cancer patient,

Christiansborg Palace underwater, monster, illusion - “...dystopian images

of resource-wars and genocide (...) refugee crises, lack of resources, lack of

drinking water, shortage of food…” (Annex 1.7, Andersen). Something which

of humility - “It is not you, who is in charge here. You are actually just visiting to

solar system.” (Ibid.). Mernild describes an image which brings forth his feeling

And that is pretty unique. Earth is very unique to me. Like a gemstone, in the

Several of the images we picked up in the interviews, were dystopian. Key

5.1.6 Images

experience annoyance when confronted with such images - “... that bloody

What if the situation is out of control?

a diamond. Well, like coal that has been condensed into this diamond, right?

melting’, ‘polar bears in distress’, ‘the planet from afar’. It is clear that several

What if you asked a question every time you witnessed a climate unfriendly act?

several of them mention the more classical images of climate disturbance - ‘ice

opens a very clear idea of a possible future. The interviewees also articulate

birds on earth. What does that look like?” (Annex 1.11, Willig). His question

Willig casts focus on is a powerful image and the prospect of “... a life without

What-if’s on Turning-point

what-if questions from this category.

What-if questions
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climate hostile machines as lovable spirited creatures. As an example it seeks
to illustrate the blindspot in Danish society. As a deeper critique, several
interviewees articulate a critique of breaking news culture - “I am bloody tired

disturbance, do not work with this group of people. Further we are presented

with dystopian images, and images of the planet as precious and something

which leaves one in awe. And this leads us to the following what-if’s:

which sells the most and which is also troubling, that is the extreme story,
that is the horror scenario.” (Annex 1.11, Willig). Further, a critical argument

What if Earth was a precious diamond?

What if lack of action meant a genocide?

in a climate sceptic and a supporter of climate issues. And then it is 1-1, a tie.
Although 99,9% of scientists in the world say that this is a problem caused
by humans.” (Annex 1.8, Bellers). In continuation of these arguments, it is
clear to extract, that several of the interviewees see it necessary with a shift in
criteria for journalists and media. That instead we should see a possibility to
criticise those who act in a climate threatening manner. Several interviewees
underline how the conflicts and the breaking news only establish a distanced
approach to climate disturbance, as it does not afford ongoing action on the
issue - “I have this sincere wish, that we had some more persistent critical and
professional journalism, which could cast some light on these issues.” (Annex
1.9, Bjerre) and “...all this ‘the world is ending’ stuff… And maybe it is, but there
are so many other things to tell, which apparently are not interesting.” (Annex
1.2, Egesborg). And finally as a sort of possible strategy - “I think the media are
more effective when they are locally rooted.” (Annex 1.12, Desmarais). And this
leads us to the following summary.

5.1.7 Media

Connected to this category there is a general reflection, that media and journalists

are held highly responsible for the current situation in relation to denial about

climate disturbance, and there is a general plea for more journalists to choose

the climate subject as their calling and field of inquiry - “It seems that becoming

a journalist reporting about climate, is like playing in the back end of the fourth

dimension on your local soccer team.” (Annex 1.10, Chrintz). Further, one of

the interviewees describes the media landscape as: “... systematic production

of stupidity.” and “... I see this image, where people produce a specific kind of

stupidity, which is produced by the presentation of false possibilities.” (Annex

1.11, Willig). A specific sort of cognitive dissonance is also described - “It

says so much about us, that we can have both ‘Ramasjang Redder Verden’

[Ramasjang Saves the World] and ‘Ramajetterne’ and ‘Motor Mille’ on the same

channel.” (Annex 1.7, Andersen). Hereby illustrating how opposing characters

in a cartoon, illustrate a specific kind of cognitive dissonance, where on one

Because of this there is a tendency, in a classical journalistic manner to drag

that - “My central appeal to the media is, that they are always seeking debate.

of conflict culture in media as the typical approach in mainstream media - “That

What if the world had no birds?
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and at the same time, on the same channel, showing characters which depict

To summarize, it is clear that the popular images or clichés on climate

of breaking news, it ruins everything.” (Annex 1.3, Theilgaard). A presentation

hand we are presented with characters that are fighting to save the world,

What-if’s on Images

Danish term ‘mønsterbrydere’, people who break social heritage patterns “People breaking patterns of social heritage, who dare to do that. Dare to be
ab-normal. I think that is an accurate image - ‘do you dare to be ab-normal?’.”

is doing wrong and how it should be different. We can conclude that what is

proposed in this category is a radical shift in the methods and criteria which

journalists base their current work on. Which leads us to the following what-if’s:

Several of the interviewees reflect on the idea that we have lost an ‘animated
nature’. That once we had an approach to nature as spirited, and now we
do not even know the names of plants and trees. Through this quote this is
touched upon - “It is natural in China, that the sun is a part of the story and
the mythology, right? Why do we not have that here?” (Annex 1.6, Lundén). A

society came up, such as Bonderøven, Anders Morgenthaler and Anders

Fogh Rasmussen. As described earlier, one of the interviewees mentioned

Anders Fogh Rasmussen as a figure to identify with - “Fogh he… It wasn’t just

something he said, it was something he really meant.” (Annex 1.5, Lilleholt).

5.1.9 Nature

What if you dared to be ab-normal?

What if you were a servant of planet Earth?

following what-if’s:

social heritage patterns. From these reflections we choose to articulate the

on characters serving planet Earth and those who have the courage to break

In this category, we argue that the most important findings are the reflections

to climate. Through this question several characters from popular media and

know, if the interviewees could describe any identification-figures in relation

one could mention ‘the consumer’. In the same way we were curious to

work for change. As a common identification-figure of contemporary society,

looking into which ‘characters’ we can identify with to be inspired to actively

naming of this category. As the point of research for this category, we were

mentions the term identification-figures, which we held on to, hence the

In this category, we find it relevant to present that one of the interviewees

5.1.8 Identification-figures

What if the media produced systematic stupidity?
What-if’s on Identification-figures

present the following summary.

What if media wasn’t based on conflict and drama?

What if we only heard about local climate issues?

people who change behavior, stop eating meat, do not fly etc. From this we

What if it was sexy to be an environmental journalist?
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serves the planet’, and ‘someone who acts’. And then several mentioned the

It is clear that all the interviewed experts have clear ideas about what the media

(Annex 1.8, Bellers). This argument refers to the courage which is needed in

More abstract figures were also mentioned such as Gaia, ‘someone who only

What-if’s on Media

that, and we should not abuse it.” (Annex 1.4, Mernild). From this we draw the
following summary.

and of themselves, then your way of acting will change.” (Annex 1.10, Chrintz).

This argument also opens the possibility of this insight actually being a potential

The argumentations we create our what-if questions from are, ideas about
the possibility in experiencing nature as spirited, animated and with a value
in and of itself. What would happen if designers took this as a speculation for
design? We also find it relevant to open speculations from the arguments about
disconnect from nature and re-establishing experience traces. Which leads us
to the following what-if’s:

friendly way - “... basically I value the planet more than I value humanity.”

(Ibid.). As a central part of this category, a classical divide is made clear to us.

It is between “... we are also nature.” (Annex 1.11, Willig), to “I think I’m very

much a parasite. I don’t feel like I’m that integrated into anything.” (Annex

1.12, Desmarais) and further “... we are so disconnected from the planet.”

(Annex 1.1, Hassler). This accentuates the different experiences of either being

What if every rock and lake had a story?
What if nature had a personal voice?
What if people were friends with lakes?
What if all ‘living’ things had equal value?
What if you were a parasite?
What if you remembered nature?
What if the planet was a living organism?

about nature - “I think we need to go back, so we understand the environment

which surrounds us. The single tree. As this is a much stronger approach, than

merely considering it in an abstract way.” (Ibid.). Willig makes it clear, that a

way of changing this is if people have what he describes as experience traces

[erfaringsrester] of nature. Traces from the person’s past, where a connection

to nature was experienced - “Not only should we re-establish an experience

trace, we actually have to re-build it in a particular way.” (Annex 1.11, Willig).

But the eco-modernists want to protect nature from humans.” (Annex 1.10,

the typical environmental people, they want to live in a symbiosis with nature.

spectrum of ideas about how to inhabit the planet was presented to us - “So

nature than just one generation back.” (Annex 1.9, Bjerre). Further a diverse

And in continuation hereof “But clearly [we are] more disconnected from

What if nature was animated?

Several of the interviewed express that we need to re-establish a knowledge

a part of the whole, which is Nature, or feeling as a disconnected creature.

What-if’s on Nature

existence as the highest, we will not be able to inhabit the planet in a climate
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just smaller pieces in both space and time, placed here. We must respect

you experience nature or other creatures here on Earth, as having a value in

turning-point. As long as we are immersed in a society which values human

Chrintz). In general a sense of humility must be accentuated - “We are simply

specific core belief is also presented by one interviewee - “The moment that
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exist in this wonder?” (Ibid.).

“How am I supposed to go out and communicate this, not just scientifically,

To summarize, the arguments which will be transformed into what-if questions
are the notion of a population which is actually not enlightened on the climate
issue. The reflections about choice-making and notions of the physical
sensation related to choice. Which leads us to the following what-if’s:

extremely important. Not just for the scientific community, but maybe actually

even more important to share with the population and the policymakers.”

(Annex 1.4, Mernild). From here we draw one of our central inspirations, that

climate research and science should be made accessible to the general

What if citizens were educated in existing on this planet?
What if knowledge on climate was visible?

to the general population?’ - [Interviewee] ‘No!’” (Annex 1.7, Andersen). And in

continuation of this - “Well we already know it, so why do we not do anything?!

‘choice-making’ - “... why the hell are we not taught in school, what it means

argument, another interviewee states how people are not educated in the art of

something else. So we are not enlightened.” (Ibid.). In continuation of this

kind of society and we are forced. Structural coercion. I can’t even choose

argument by one of the interviewees was - “We are educated about a specific

people should just start acting instead of waiting for the magic formula. An

of waiting for action, where the presented argument states the possibility that

know. We do not know.” (Annex 1.11, Willig). This point relates to the notion

missing? But actually I think the first articulation is wrong. We actually do not

already know about it, and still we do not do anything. So what is it that we are

because of this, descriptions of scenarios once again become dystopian

extremely dynamic as Mernild describes, so the future is very unclear. Maybe

anything, because everything is changing so much at this point. The planet is

1.4, Mernild). This reflects how it is difficult for the scientific world to state

live in an insecure period, because it is so hard to predict the future.” (Annex

interviewees, where an approach to future scenarios was articulated as - “...we

When dealing with scenarios, it is relevant to mention a comment by one of the

5.1.11 Scenarios

What if you could physically feel a choice?

climate - “[Interviewer] ‘Is it your experience, that these scenarios are conscious

And then everybody is trying to find a success formula. Because when we

What if you were educated in the act of choosing?

of the interviewees did not believe, that the population is enlightened on the

population in new ways. A general tendency in this category was that several

What-if’s on Enlightenment project

have an obligation to share our knowledge, to share the message we carry. It is

but communicate it broadly? (...) Because I do believe that we scientists, we

act of choosing. And continuing this reflection - “... are we actually educated to

Lundén). Hereby the interviewee opens up a possibility in reflection about the

to make a choice? (...) what does it physically feel like to choose?” (Annex 1.6,

As a central point in this category, we accentuate a reflection by Mernild:

5.1.10 Enlightenment project

What if we are going to lose this battle?
What if we could fly without aeroplanes?
What if you were forced to change?

scenarios resonate with earlier presentations of arguments about how individual

freedom must be limited consciously. The argument here being, that either people

start regulating themselves or the regulation could potentially be imposed upon
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What if you were forced to change?

knowledge on this area, they basically are of the same opinion.” (Ibid.). These

presented dystopias. And this leads to the following what-if’s:

greater good. Naturally the what-if’s from this category will carry traces of the

and the necessity to sacrifice money and privilege to become poorer for the

into what-if’s - the idea about being as radical as one can be. Notions on riches

From these arguments we are specifically interested in transforming the following

What-if’s on Scenarios

Desmarais).

really hard for us to understand those futures that we didn’t take.” (Annex 1.12,

central considerations belong to this category - “... at this moment in time it’s

all need to be as radical as we can be.” (Annex 1.1, Hassler). Finally one of our

1.7, Andersen). And in continuation of this another interviewee states that “... we

poorer as soon as possible, to be able to secure a better future for others.” (Annex

future, he articulates that - “I see a kind of society which must claim to become

interviewee speculates about aspects to society which have to change in the near

were forced to change by climate?” (Annex 1.12, Desmarais). Further when one

moves into a more speculative space - “What would we be forced to do, if we

quote: “... the right to fly will be taken away from us.” (Ibid.). One interviewee

Willig). This reflection falls well as an extension of the previous category section.

would change behavior as you do as consumers in 14 days time.” (Annex 1.11,

in the same amount as there are shops from here to Rådhuspladsen. Then you

is described how: “... if you were bombarded with commercials [about climate]

basic change has actually taken place.” (Ibid.). Further on into this category, it

point: “... human beings adjust to this new climate and do not register that a

into the changes brought on us by climate disturbance. In continuation of this

deaf to the warnings, and are now maybe even fully adjusted and immersed

is the problem.” (Annex 1.3, Theilgaard) describing how people have become

wolf is actually right in our face, but we have kind of learnt to live with it, and this

yells ‘The wolf is coming!’ too many times. And it has been yelled a lot. And the

the old story about ‘the boy who cried wolf’ - “The issue is, that when someone

about climate disturbance, by several of the interviewees, was compared with

change’. A pattern we registered was that the ‘doomsday way’ of speaking

It seems that each interviewee carries a unique story about their ‘process of

5.1.12 Process of change

What if you sacrificed your riches for change?

we will lose. (...) The researchers I speak with, and who are the ones with the core

them by more totalitarian approaches. This being exemplified by the following

What if we told the story about the futures that we didn’t take?

More totalitarian societies...” (Annex 1.7, Andersen). And - “To me, this is a battle

futures- “Societies which are dysfunctional. Maybe even more violent societies.

(Annex 1.1, Hassler). In this case referring to the act of ‘civil disobedience’ done
by activist groups when blocking and barricading infrastructures. Finally the
notion of the importance of community when acting for change is underlined
- “...if we are alone, it is hard. We have to act through communities.” (Annex
1.8, Bellers). Yet simultaneously it is articulated that “...we need passionate
individuals.” (Ibid.).

is pacifying. Instead the change process comes from hard work and efforts

every day - “... because they believe in the formula instead of hard work, which

comes from every month writing an article. And once a year to write a book

and give 100 lectures about it [climate]. It is tough work.” (Ibid.) and further “In

our type of state-of-urgency, it is about being consistent.” (Annex 1.6, Lundén).

In relation to the everyday activities, a certain argumentation is presented by

What stands out to us from this category, is particularly the notion about ‘the
activism of every day’. That for change to happen, it is presented that actions
must be done every single day. Further, the illustration of a revolt where a
community declares that the limit has been reached is intriguing to us. And last
the notion of using the commercial apparatus as a vehicle for change holds
possibilities. So from this we articulate the following what-if’s:

Building on arguments about safety in our time, one interviewee expresses

that - “... how do we make people comfortable with change? How do we

make people comfortable with uncertainty?” (Annex 1.12, Desmarais). As an

extension to this - “...we are much better at handling the challenges which are

near to us.” (Annex 1.10, Chrintz). Once again stressing the quality of working

with the local. Further it is argued, that the reason why radical action is not

What if you acted as if it had consequences?
What if we knew how our consumption patterns have changed?
What if every commercial told you about climate disturbance?
What if all the good people weren’t lazy?
What if you could describe the revolution?
What if you acted as if the perfect storm was here?

way that we need a crisis before we act.” (Annex 1.9, Bjerre). In relation to this,

one interviewee describes that: “...if you are facing overwhelming challenges

that you cannot solve, then in an evolutionary perspective it is actually the best

strategy to ignore it, to secure your own genes in the future.” (Annex 1.10,

Chrintz). Further several subjects are encouraging a youth revolt - “Block all

traffic and say: It ends here! You simply have to say, that it stops here - it is

don’t know how much power you have.” (Annex 1.11, Willig). In relation to this

a mess. And people would listen right away. Everything would stop. Well you

What if you were colonised by capitalism?

and it is unfortunnate, I think that human beings are just constructed in the

happening in Denmark, is because we need - “The perfect storm.... In a way,

What-if’s on Process of change

an assertion which I believe we must take very seriously.” (Annex 1.11, Willig).
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compromise, but where there is a red line. This could be one way of doing it.”

how change is expected to arrive by some magic formula. That this approach

Willig: “You find a certain laziness inherent in ‘wanting that which is good’. It is

another interview describes that - “... to create situations where there is no

And as a central point to this category, it is presented by several interviewees,
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Chapter 6

SPARKING
REFLECTIONS

approach has been critiqued. It has been stated that: “The central concepts
and methods are unclear and difficult to adopt” (Bardzell & Bardzell 2013 p.
1) by designers. However Dunne and Raby do propose some characteristics
of a speculative approach, as previously mentioned. Yet nowhere in their
presentation does it say, whether it is merely guidelines that designers can draw
inspiration from, or if it is central constraints that the design artifact needs to
contain in order to be be characterized as a critical design for future speculation.
We do not see them all as mandatory obstructions, yet furthermore it is not
our aim to develop a finished design artifact. Instead we seek inspiration from
the approach. Some of these characteristics we do understand as essential
for the design practice, as with the character trait: Critical. But what is critical?
This has been critiqued as well. Since the primary intended outcome of this
conceptual design is knowledge and not a use product, it is stated that it would
have been easier to understand what is meant by critical if they explicated

condensation’, we coded the expert interviews into categories,

keywords, and quotes, from where we carefully crafted our chosen

what-if questions. Questions that are founded in knowledge

and worldviews of our experts and can be used for critical

speculation about alternative climate futures. The next question

is, however, how do the questions resonate with citizens? Do

they indeed activate critical reflection that has the possibility to

change perspectives? In order to test the intended reactions,

we crafted three exploratory inquiries. In chapter 6 will we

reflectively unfold this process. We will activate our findings

from the inquiries and analyse them through our chosen pillars

of literature. We will be moving from the crafting of the three

enquiries to the participants experience working with the tool for

reflective thinking.

do many things - pose questions, encourage thought, expose assumptions,
provoke action, spark debate, raise awareness, offer new perspectives,
and inspire.” (2013 p. 43). So when analyzing our written feedback from our

did, we will start with a little detour to SD. As previously argued, we will use

SD as a methodology, even though it is described more as an attitude, which

and Raby use it in a broad sense and propose that: “Design as critique can

To better understand why we created the exploratory inquiries, in the way we
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critical design - therefore not initially a methodology. For the same reason, this

content for speculative reflections. Through ‘meaning

a healthy range of critical outcomes (Bardzell & Bardzell 2013 p. 4). Dunne

can guide designers towards a more critical practice, in the same way as with

In the previous chapter, we elaborated on our work creating

6.1 CRAFTING THREE INQUIRIES

in the process, but we will elaborate on this reflection later on.

inquiry, we experienced that this was a challenge and we had to interfere early

to base their reflections in reality and not science fiction. However in the first

focused on in the three speculative inquiries. We encouraged the participants

difficult for them to imagine. This was specifically a criterium which we were

to support the participants engagement instead of making it too futuristic and

success criteria proposed by Auger (2013), to focus on alternative ‘near futures’

if questions. What did it provoke in them? Further we took into account the

mentioned, but to explore the participant’s experience working with the what-

The inquiries were not aimed at creating speculative designs as previously

feedback they were sending us regarding their experience.

the participants engagement with the questions in contribution to the written

creative outcome. However the outcome can still offer some indications on

were aimed at testing the what-if’s and to a lesser extent about the inquiries’

started out with our what-if questions and moved from there. These inquiries

the core principles in SD, so when crafting the three speculative inquiries, we

if’s enable some of the mentioned critical reactions. Asking questions is one of

participants of the three inquiries, we will especially look at whether the what-
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speculative inquiries.

section we will reflectively unfold our process regarding the

for answers to in the creative exploration. In the following

engaging? These were some of the questions that we look

disturbance - and which what-if questions are more

they generate new knowledge about the domain of climate

- and what kind of critical reactions can we detect? Do

Do the questions provoke critical thinking about near futures

is what is proposed by Stengers in order to start critical questioning, which is
needed for disrupting dominating trends (Stengers 2005). Further to reproduce
attitudes to understand that climate is not something outside ourselves, but
that we are a part of that problem is something essential according to Stoknes
(2015). The quote indicates that these questions possibly have the ability to
raise awareness about people’s own responsibility in regards to the matter, thus
the questions can be characterised as critical, based on Dunne and Raby’s
definition of critical. This shift in awareness was expressed by others as well: “I

with the questions. It may well be because the task of imagining alternative

futures is not a strange exercise for writers; what-if thinking is, as outlined

earlier, a technique known from literature (Dunne & Raby 2013). However,

we had to interrupt halfway through the inquiry and remind the participants

that it was not science fiction they were writing. Their scenarios had to be

rooted in reality and concerning the SD Characteristics of how the world could

be. Otherwise it would be too extreme and close to art and easy to distance

oneself from.

perspective and attitude possibly leading to a change in their behaviour is what
we aspire to activate. Focusing on a change in attitude before action is what is
proposed by Stoknes (2015).

what-if questions they were attracted to, but nevertheless we registered more

recipients choosing the same questions. Three questions were used several

times: What if the world had no birds?, What if we were educated in the act

Another finding from the feedback was that some of the writers started
reflecting upon how they could use their professional skills to make an impact.
“... the questions made me think about how we humanists with skills in the
creative and linguistic fields can play a more active role in order to make others
reflect on climate change” (Annex 3.1, Hjortshøj). This consideration illustrates

questions are particularly accessible and engaging to reflection. When looking

at the writers’ feedback on their experience, we saw some patterns as well:

Several of them projected themselves into the questions and started reflecting

upon their own role in society in regards to the climate issues. “Although I did

not have to reflect on my own role in a society that destroys the climate, it

of choosing? and What if it’s already too late? This we interpret as if these

daily basic actions and perspectives” (Annex 3.1, Azad). A change in a person’s

In the Writers flow inquiry the writers could freely choose to work with whatever
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Slowing down and reflecting upon ourselves in relation to our own role in society,

first inquiry: Writers flow. Several expressed their enthusiasm about working

think the questions were very inspiring to awaken us to be more aware of our

was the thoughts the questions made me reflect upon” (Annex 3.1, Hjortshøj).

We met great support and commitment from the participants contributing to the

6.2 FIRST INQUIRY: WRITERS FLOW

Discussion cards.

the questions could activate. This led us to our second inquiry, the workshop:

Building on this we then aspired to test what kind of collaborative discussions

themselves encouraged individual critical reflection in the participants.

From this Writers flow inquiry it became apparent to us how the what-if questions

a turning-point and with that possibly a change in a person’s attitude (2015).

according to Stoknes emotional pain may be necessary, since this can lead to

and the feeling has been in my body for the last few days.” (Ibid.). However

of discomfort: “I became uneasy and uncomfortable reading the sentences -

But there were also examples of how the questions contributed to a feeling

heavy hearted. We do not want people to suffer from a climate depression.

participants to better reflect upon this through topic, without becoming too

a concrete task in combination with a presented what-if, seems to support

gave me comfort to write about it.” (Annex 3.1, Berthelsen). So focusing on

can be comforting: “I was confirmed that I was right about my fear. But it

can register how practical engagement with these otherwise dystopian issues

simple and manageable elements as proposed by Stoknes (2015). Further we

transform these otherwise somewhat distant and abstract issues, into more

Raby (2015). This illustrates that the participants begin to reflect upon how to

again are some of the definitions of critical thinking according to Dunne and

how the what-if questions have the ability to inspire to provoke action, which
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supporting task, can be somewhat abstract we register. Further it has to be
centred around ‘near’ alternative futures, and not be too futuristic to create
identification (Dunne & Raby 2013). However even though they were given
a concrete task, one participant still expressed her frustration with not being
able to solve a problem: “It was a good opening process - and the last part
with our gathering of objects also created space for some good reflections, but
I did not feel like I solved anything….” (Annex 3.2, Nordlund). This of course
is true, since the aim of the inquiries was to generate knowledge and critical
reflections and never about problem solving (Dunne & Raby 2013). So when
she says that the presentation of their creative outcome gave space for good
reflection, it corresponds well with our intention. Our intention of sparking
reflection in the participants, was never communicated to them at any point
in the process. But what is good reflection? Good reflection in the context of
this project, is critical reflection, characterized by Dunne and Raby. One of the
participants expressed that the process activated: “More awareness. And the
awareness then naturally triggers the subtle movements in body and speech”
(Annex 3.2, Franko). Reflection that leads to more awareness is what is argued
as critical reflection according to Dunne and Raby. In this quote the participant
also clearly describes how his mental activity manifests itself in his behavior.
Something which we find as a valuable reflection in relation to the notion of

during an afternoon at our office. This time-slot was divided into four different

sections: Beginning with group discussion, sketching, then creating an image

and finally presenting the workshops creative outcome while reflecting upon the

experience. The five visual artists were divided into two groups and each group

was assigned their own room. We had written down the what-if questions

on discussion cards, which they turned over one at a time. This choice was

made on the basis that we wanted to explore another way of presenting the

questions to participants. In this inquiry the participants were presented with

only one individual question at a time and were asked to turn a maximum of

three cards in total, since we wanted to encourage thorough discussions. In

addition, we found from the first inquiry that between one and three questions,

was what the participants could comprehend at a time. From the beginning

of the workshop there was rich activity. Two of the participants, who are

designers, were already familiar with the technique of what-if thinking, since

it is used frequently at the Danish School of Design - “As a method we use

frequently in KADK in industrial design I find that what-if questions work well

as long as you use them on a somewhat rational basis.” (Annex 3.2, Lyse).

This fits well with our finding from the first inquiry: That the questions work

well when linked together with an engaging and logical purpose. That there

should be some kind of task included in the creative process while reflecting
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upon the question. Alternatively reflecting upon the what-if’s without any

The collaborative workshop was scheduled for two and a half hour session

6.3 SECOND INQUIRY: DISCUSSION CARDS

Workshop participants
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outcome. Both groups chose to walk around the city, translating their sketches

Based on the participants’ sketches, they were asked to create a visual

and makes it more concrete, thus can be a means of creating action.

their reflective discussions in a creative outcome that debates daily life choices

is, that it is presented in a very abstract and distant way (2014). So to manifest

accentuates that the reason why people are not reacting to climate disturbance

The otherwise abstract issue is made more tangible we would argue. Stoknes

extreme future, but an alternative ‘near’ future that they are reflecting upon.

phenomenon that they know from their daily lives. It is not a futuristic and

When the groups choose to work with consumerism, they focus upon a

potential and the possible expression which exists in conscious limitations.

complex domain of climate disturbance. That we need to rediscover the

on the matter. That consumerism is an essential area to reflect upon in this

statement corresponds well with many of the expert interviewees’ perspective

significance in the discussion of future scenarios” (Annex 3.2, Lyse). This

I can still get a feeling that discussing consumerism holds a fundamental

like a very ‘basic’ conclusion that we might have a tendency to come to often,

and responsibility. One of the participants wrote that: “Even though it seems

down approach. However both groups ended up sketching on consumerism

perspective, whereas the other group debated the questions from a more top

One group began their discussions from a more individual and bottom-up

As mentioned earlier both participant groups did have rich discussions.

attitude influences his behaviour.

the mental ecology as articulated by Guattari. How the shift in perspective and

Visual workshop outcome: All the things we desire

together with the social Discussion cards inquiry.

could register was activated in the participants through the what-if questions

stop up and reflect upon their own consumption patterns. Something which we

rather than a mass movement (Ibid. p. 10). Thus proposing that people should

capitalist consensus, it will be a question of cultivating dissensus subjectives,

He therefore proposes that in order to move away from the ‘rat race’ and this

reject this capitalist consensus and certain forms of consumerism (Ibid. p. 10).

However Guattari observed in the late seventies that people are starting to

and the desire of having is a critique articulated by Guattari as well (2000).

people in the inner city area, all in the process of consuming. Consumerism

they asked themselves? This speculation manifested into pictures of selected

wanted to manifest the face of consumerism. What does consumerism look like

clothing, furniture, toys or ornaments for their apartments. The other group

goods along their way that they desired, but had no need for. Like items of

into images as photography. One group was taking pictures of all the consumer
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the seven daily tasks. Most of them were then permitted an extended time,
but others wanted to stop completely after only a couple of days. When we
asked about their experience, we identified some specific patterns in their
responses. One pattern was, that participants did not feel they had the time for
the reflective exercises: “But they also take up a lot of time and commitment
that you need to be willing to give…” (Annex 3.3, Balle). We received similar
responses from other participants. There is never enough time, but the purpose
of this inquiry was to demand the space and the time, so how do we do this
we could ask as a reflection. The time to ‘slow down’ and start questioning
as proposed by Stengers. Demanding the time to individually reflect upon the
questions may be a difficult task in a hectic daily life. Something which also

and thus seeking to afford a positive connotation. At this point, we were able to

evaluate the what-if questions, based on participant feedback, and not all of the

questions had been popular. We could register a pattern where the questions

which were too abstract did not activate participants in a fruitful manner, but

instead activated annoyance. An example of a question which didn’t work

and which we chose to removed is What if the planet was yellow? Several

participants did not understand the image and didn’t know what to do with it.

Further we chose to craft new what-if questions at this point. The new what-if

questions were produced based on the empirical material, and based on the

participant feedback from the first inquiries, thus with a focus on having a clear

and understandable language. We added questions such as:
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come to end, none of our six participants had succeeded in fully completing

away from the typical ‘climate language’, as suggested by several interviewees

bit hard to imagine the other things we were asked to imagine” (Annex 3.3,

quality, while seeking to keep the frame of understanding clear.

Meiner). It illustrates that we should pay attention to formulating the what-if

that: “I liked the first on poverty, that was a meaningful meditation. It was a

Articulations rooted in the reflections by the interviewees, adding a speculative

all its pleasures and pressures (Giddens 2009 p. 2). One participant expressed

exercises on the questions for a full week. However when the week had

the participants daily life. We specifically chose the word ‘meditation’, to move

What if you were a parasite?

as described in a previous chapter of this thesis. It became daily reflective

the third inquiry Everyday meditation we wanted to test the what-if questions in

supports our initiating reflection by Giddens, that there is a life to be lived, with

of our expert interviews expressed the importance of everyday activism

was a two day workshop and Discussion cards was a 2.5 hour workshop. With

What if people were friends with lakes?

We wanted to implement the questions in their everyday routine, since some

The first two exploratory inquiries were limited to a short time frame. Writers flow

6.4 THIRD INQUIRY: EVERYDAY
MEDITATIONS

environment. A raising of awareness was something that other participants
experienced as well, according to their written responses. One expressed that:
“They somehow added a stronger awareness of my seemingly trivial aspiration
for revolution and change” (Annex 3.3, Franko). As earlier mentioned this shift
in attitude and perspective can lead towards a change in behaviour, which is
needed. So reflecting upon the what-if questions individually without engaging
with anything while doing it, may still provide critical thinking. But we also
received some feedback indicating that not all of them were reflecting on their
own. Some of them were bringing their reflections out onto their social stages.
One of the participants wrote that the meditations activated: “Some exciting
discussions, but that they quickly led to jokes” (Annex 3.3, Breili). Which means
that she brought the questions out into her social space, and activated them
through interactions with others, thereby spreading the climate considerations.
Once again it shows how the mental reflections possibly transform into actions.
She wanted to share her thoughts on the matter even if it was not a part of the
inquiry to do so. Maybe she discussed the meditations after her own individual
reflections, or maybe she only discussed them with others. However the
articulation of the exercises as meditations, naturally also connotes individual
silent reflections. We know that there is a conflict in the association to peace
and calm and then instead having to meditate on a darker idea such as a
world without birds as an example. But as presented before, we propose this
need to stop up and reflect, in order to change our path, as Stengers argues.
Opposed to sharing the what-if questions with others, some participants took
the title of this inquiry very literally. “I have time to work with them during
a meditation retreat, but when I returned home my routines took over, and

to the everyday life. Further for this inquiry the chosen participants were not

limited to creative people, as in Inquiry two. In this case it was not people

who are used to working with their imagination. This could also be an answer

to why it was difficult for some of the participants to reflect upon the daily

meditations, because they were not as used to demanding time for imaginative

reflection. However some of the participants working in the field of art were

also left feeling a bit helpless. So another aspect could be that it was too tough

mentally to think about these issues alone, without having anything engaging

them while reflecting upon these questions, like with the Writers flow inquiry.

“It’s all very difficult areas, and thinking about them can easily leave one a little

overwhelmed and disarmed” (Annex 3.3, Lyse). The point with this exploratory

inquiry was never to leave people alone with these heavy thoughts, so this

finding leads us to conclude, that it is most fruitful when implementing the

what-if questions as a part of a social activity and in a community. Community

in the sense that individuals should come together in social contexts and

discuss the environmental issues and progress their different subjectivity.

However we also received some feedback on how these heavy thoughts can

lead to appreciation as well. One participant wrote in regards to the what-

if meditations that: “I found them very interesting, I was moved by many of

them, they made me sad and also appreciative of what I have in my life, eg.

birds” (Annex 3.3, Balle). So internal reflections that bring us down are not

necessarily a bad thing. This quote illustrates how these heavier feelings can

also contribute in strengthening the relation to other species. Contributing to

bringing the distant, near. And when the issues are near we tend to sense

more urgency, according to Stokness (2015). This participants critical thinking
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offers a change in perspective and it starts raising awareness towards her

questions to be less abstract, and maybe choose the ones which relate more

demand space for critical reflection, if one should hope to change anything.

For that same reason Stengers emphasizes the importance that we have to

for everything to happen so fast that we do not have time to stop and reflect.

critique of contemporary society. A society dominated by a tendency to strive

3.3, Franko). Here he expresses how this enquiry in its raw form is actually a

is no time for contemplation and meditation in a world running on gas” (Annex

exactly why we as a society have such a hard time changing behaviours. There

in today’s society, where there is no time to stop up. He wrote: “It shows

thinking. One of the participants emphasized how important the questions are

our lives today do not leave any space for imaginative speculation or for critical

this may be our chosen title and the associated qualities. Or it could be that

participants created these isolated mental spaces for reflection. A reason for

wanted to test this form of everyday critical activism. But instead some of the

routines and not to isolate the participants in an isolated meditation retreat. We

was as mentioned earlier to try to implement critical reflections into the daily

I did not find the time” (Annex 3.3, Nordlund). The purpose of this inquiry,
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Chapter 7
6

DISCUSSION AND
PERSPECTIVE

should be rooted in actual knowledge about climate disturbance, and not based
on fiction or imagination. This we would argue, places the user of our whatif questions in another position than in a traditional SD context, as there will
always possibly be a consciousness about the fact, that the what-if questions
are rooted in actual climate knowledge. On the other hand, we were intrigued
to explore whether our questions were speculative enough or if they were

discussion is divided in four sections. Initially discussing how

our what-if’s are situated between reality and unreality. This is

followed by a section discussing how our outcome helps produce

knowledge. Next we reflect upon the possible delivery of our

what-if’s and finally discussing the importance of demanding

space for critical reflection.
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proposing that the speculations which are activated through the what-if’s,

selected pillars of theory: Stoknes, Stengers and Guattari. The

identified a specific need for sharing the expert climate knowledge with the
general population. From this perspective, we saw a possibility in letting the
what-if’s be shaped from the empirical material itself. Yet one could discuss

As a central aspect to this thesis is the desire to spark reflections, thus leading

to a shift in attitude and perspective on climate, possibly supporting a change

in the way in which humans inhabit the planet. Thus we are looking to spark

alternative futures and activate critical reflection. As presented earlier, we have

tested the what-if’s to find out if they could open up such speculation about

too close to reality. Which in our process led to the three inquiries, where we

from actual knowledge and scientific reflections on climate issues. Hereby

series of what-if questions. In our case the shaping of the questions is done

a specific kind of sensitivity, something we have explored doing through a

We will now move into a discussion, triggered through our

- Albert Einstein

The world as we have created it is a process of our thinking. It cannot be changed without changing our thinking.

7.1 REALITY AND UNREALITY

Yet we argue that maybe the climate knowledge, ‘the reality’ which we have
accessed through our interviews, is not a public ‘reality’ at all, as less than
1% of the Danish population have access to this knowledge. As argued by
several interviewees: “[Interviewer] ‘Is it your experience that these scenarios
are conscious to the general population?’ - [Interviewee] ‘No!’” (Annex 1.7,
Andersen) and “... We actually do not know. We do not know.” (Annex 1.11,
Willig). If this knowledge is ‘not known’ and not fully presented to the public,
we argue that it is actually an ‘unreality’. And possibly this knowledge could
remain an unreality, just like those architectural drawings that never leave the
paper, likely remaining unrealities indefinitely. In this perspective, we argue that
our what-if questions are just as much based on an unreality as a typical SD
practice what-if articulation is.

argue, that our intention explicitly is to make more people the storytellers and

story-makers of alternative futures, to equip people to unsettle the present

and be able to speculate about the future. Thereby the poetic and speculative

quality is called for in the way we shape our what-if’s. This consideration could

then naturally lead us to, that we in a further implementation on the delivery of

the what-if’s, could consider these questions as a part of a larger educational

program, where key insights about climate could be contributed and support

the reflection process in the users. Hereby opening the possibility that the

target-group of users, are the climate scientists themselves, when they find

themselves in situations wanting to share their knowledge and reflections.

Hereby not merely reproducing a classical hierarchy between lecturer and

student, but letting the ‘audience’ become speculative together with the

to potential users, we have chosen to enhance a specific manifestation, which
is a deck of cards, that we choose to name Speculative Cards. This is basically
a deck of cards where each individual card presents a unique what-if question
to the user. This specific way of delivering the what-if questions, is born from
our three inquiries. Where we tested different ways of presenting the what-if’s
to users. One of the specific ways in which we tested cards was through the
‘discussion cards’ workshop in inquiry two and through printed small pamphlets
for the daily meditations of inquiry three. Based on these experiments, we
find it relevant to propose the Speculative Cards. The physicality of these

As described earlier, an SD approach to articulating the what-if questions, is

typically as in literature shaped from imaginations and fiction. In a SD context

the offset will typically be in working with ‘the unreality’, where our offset

is at first glance based in reality. So we want to stay resting in this reflection

for a moment. And we call on an articulation by Dunne and Raby here - “[t]he

relationship between reality and unreality is particularly interesting in architecture

because many buildings are designed to be built but remain on paper due to

economic or political reasons.” (Dunne & Raby 2013 p. 24). As described in

this quote one could argue that if we are basing our what-if’s in ‘the known’,
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climate, then maybe we are not truly inspired by Speculative Design at all?

it would not help the experts in sharing their specific knowledge. However we

To be able to envision how our what-if questions could possibly be delivered

scientific reflection presented to us by academics and scientists dealing with

and the experts’ perspectives into something which is too abstract? So that

scientists, and not mere receivers of knowledge.

‘the reality’, meaning in a specific climate knowledge which is a factual and

if the shaping of the what-if’s then transforms the specific climate knowledge

outcome chapter.

further activation and testing. The Speculative Cards are illustrated later in the

in a specific direction, yet something which must truly find it’s value through

of the cards is playful as it links to a tradition of games. This idea is a hint

choosing a question in a manner which is non-chronological. The connotation

cards makes it possible to carry the what-if questions around in your pocket,
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what-if thinking as articulated in SD with the perspectives of experts in
the field of climate disturbance. When using this method of what-if thinking
to transform the experts knowledge from mere facts and information into
questions, it becomes more than just a delivery of their knowledge, it enables
independent reflection from within the ‘receiver’.

different actors (2005b). She describes the ecology of practise as a tool for

‘thinking’, but a tool that co-produces the thinker (Ibid.). The emphasis is on

relations and how the actors affect each other. She argues that there exists a

tendency to isolate scientific practices and referring to one practice at a time,

but instead we ought to understand how knowledge is generated across these

develop new practices, where new knowledge can be generated.

but rather designing for relations that enable transformation. So we want to

climate disturbance. We should not only be concerned with designing artifacts,

From this perspective we need new practices to engage with the experts in

knowledge, they must stop and reflect as argued by Stengers (2005a).

knowledge to acknowledgement (Ibid.). In order for citizens to generate new

and information (2015), instead we must move towards knowledge and from

isolated practice. But as Stoknes argues, it is not about presenting mere facts

need for new ways to communicate and spread their knowledge beyond their

mentioned, some of the climate scientists that we interviewed expressed a

as an isolated practice. But there is a need to change this understanding. As

climate disturbance, there exists a tendency to look towards climate science
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concerning climate disturbance? We propose a new practice that relates

how knowledge is always generated through many different processes and

practices (Ibid.). When referring to production of knowledge in the domain of

What happens when we include other practices in the generation of knowledge

As mentioned, Stengers’ ecology of practise is based on an understanding of

7.2 PRODUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE

turning-points often came when reflections on climate issues were presented
by people whom the interviewees could identify with, and specifically
in a situation of face-to-face encounters. The Minister of Energy states that:
“At a national meeting in Venstre in 07/08, Fogh made a speech, in which he
stressed very strongly that we must make ourselves independent of oil, coal,
natural gas. Obviously, it also brought some thoughts to me about where
we are going.” (Annex 1.5, Lilleholt). The argumentation by Stoknes not only
emphasises the importance of the personal encounter, but of communities
and networks as well.
This argument is also backed up by our empirical findings. Bellers from
Concito express that: “...if we are alone, it is hard. We have to act through
communities” (Annex 1.8, Bellers). Thus we argue, that it can be beneficial to
use the Speculative Cards with users, as a part of a social situation. To support
this argumentation, we can conclude from our inquiries, that when citizens
are reflecting upon the what-if questions alone, without any engaging creative
practice, they seem more likely to become depressed and stuck. Hereby a
notion supported by Stoknes: “...people easily feel helpless if left on their own
when confronted with the severity of the coming climate disruptions.” (Stoknes,
2015 p. 101). A loneliness which in a climate disruption context Stoknes names

participant reactions interacting with the what-if questions. The aim was to

understand whether or not the questions activated critical reflection, as defined

by Dunne and Raby. We argued that it was indeed the case. The next step

would be to explore the delivery of our what-if questions, which could naturally

take its inspiration in our findings from our three inquiries. Findings such as

how participants became heavy hearted when dealing with the what-if’s alone,

how they found it constructive when activating the what-if question through

a specific task, and how critical reflection was sparked through activating the

what-if’s in a social space.

Building on these findings from the three inquiries, we will discuss in more detail

in which way our crafted what-if questions can be delivered to potential users.

For this we will once again find inspiration in the writings of Stoknes. Stoknes

accentuates how personal delivery is preferrable: “...real-world face-to-face

interactions hold the potential for much deeper behavioral impact.” (Stoknes,

2015 p. 100). Stoknes further reflects upon, how this strategy has been

popularly practiced for many years by commercial actors in society, and how

he detects a potential in adopting this strategy from the commercial practices.

From our empirical material, we have findings supporting Stoknes’ argument.

We identified a pattern in the expert answers related to their experienced
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turning-point. Several of the interviewed expressed that their experienced

Through the three exploratory inquiries, our primary focus was upon the

7.3 ACTIVATING THE WHAT-IFS

bureaucratic programmes, but rather through the promotion of innovative
practices, the expansion of alternative experiences centred around respect for

to discuss and speculate with others, face-to-face, were more positive about

the level of reflection in the process. To strengthen this finding even more,

will have to be a massive reconstruction of social mechanisms [rouages] if we

Ecologies, should happen together with the acceptance of diversity - “[t]here

at this point, as the notion of activating the social as presented in The Three

To build upon these findings, we find it relevant to incorporate Guattari

connotation which is somewhat uplifting.

which could indicate, that the articulation of the questions themselves poses a

if questions: “[i]t became a kind of a game.” (Annex 3.3, Franko), something

one participant from our exploratory inquiries, actually stated that the what-

Stoknes’ argumentation about the importance of ‘having fun while doing it’,

teams (...) and have fun while doing it” (Stoknes, 2015 p. 101-102). Supporting

housing co-ups, unions, parent associations at schools, biking clubs - into eco-

transform existing groups - sports, book clubs, churches, health organizations,

not spend our energy on establishing communities from scratch: “...we can

we should transform what is already there. Stoknes argues that we should

new communities in which to activate the what-if questions on climate issues,

idea is to make more people tellers of alternative futures. Instead of proposing

activated in social settings where knowledge production is taking place. The

101). We find that this insight supports our idea of the Speculative Cards being

face conversations to help them process and embody the information” (Ibid. p.

abstract, scientific data, people yearn for personal interaction and face-to-
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It will not come about through centralized reform, through laws, decrees and

who received the what-if questions in a social setting, where it was possible

Stoknes argues how “[s]ince climate change is often described using highly

are to confront the damage caused by Integrated World Capitalism (IWC).

as toxic for the mission of the work (Stoknes 2015). Alternatively, the citizens

disturbance. It is not to argue that it is not relevant to reflect upon the loss
of species, this is important to process. As with anything concerning climate
disturbance, a multitude of responses, tools and approaches are needed
when dealing with such a wicked problem. The point here is that according to
Guattari, it is not merely non-human creatures that are becoming extinct. What
is also under attack at the moment, is a whole range of human sensibilities “[i]t is not only species that are becoming extinct but also the words, phrases
and gestures of human solidarity.” (Guattari 2014 p.29). This means, that
not only is the surface of this planet radically changing because of climate
disturbance, but according to Guattari a new kind of individual is also being
shaped and moulded from the impacts of the IWC (Guattari 2014). Continuing
this notion, one could argue that this change is not necessarily negative,
albeit the articulation of creation, yet following the thoughts presented in The
Three Ecologies, the individual which is being shaped, is being moulded by
the unseen market forces of the IWC (Ibid.). So that which is being created,
is a specific kind of homogenization of human mentality and culture. It is an

academic and scientific group, believe that we are in a state of emergency,

and that this emergency calls for radical experiments. Reflecting on this

perspective one could question if we through our outcome follow this invitation

for radicality? We argue, our outcome is radical because it demands space

for contemplation and critical reflection. When reflecting upon what ‘radical’

means in today’s society, maybe it is not embodied in the way one would

typically imagine something or someone radical. Maybe the most radical is

actually to demand a space for speculation and critical contemplation in a

world running on gasoline and speed. One of our participants in the inquiry

calls for more awareness that has the ability to trigger the subtle movements

in body and speech as mentioned in the analysis (Annex 3.3, Franko). Thus

further supporting Guattari’s notion about how one change in the mental

ecology then naturally will manifest changes in the other ecologies as well, as

all are intertwined and in each other. Here this ripple of change is exemplified

by our participant Franko, when he describes how a critical awareness sparked

by the what-if’s is later experienced in his physical experience.

attack on the human subjectivity in all its uniqueness, that which Guattari

this image, apart from the correct placement of us as the activators of climate

From our interviewees we found that many of these experts in this specific
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mass extinction of species, loss of biodiversity and destruction of forests and

practices that are relational and spread throughout different communities.

oceans. Rarely are human beings with our mentalities and cultures placed into

When mentioning the climate, it is a common response to start dwelling on

singularity ...” (Guattari 2014 p.40). Therefore we need to design innovative

7.4 A STATE OF EMERGENCY

didn’t take. In the following chapter we present the full collection of our created
What-if questions and our Speculative Cards.

attack as are the multitudes of species, that are currently becoming extinct

every day (Ibid.). This is exactly how we find our urgency. That there is a need

stories, at least three or four at a time that are all equally plausible though

be thought about in plural form: as futures. (...) Therefore we need multiple

since the long-term future is fundamentally uncertain, the future really must

the necessity for diversity and multitude in expression. As Stoknes states: “...

because it is so hard to predict the future.” (Annex 1.4, Mernild) also poses

interviewees, Sebastian Mernild, means that “...we live in an insecure period,

this dynamic planet, changing more than ever, which according to one of the

are under threat. To continue these considerations, and finding ourselves on

potential of actually activating this diversity of sensibilities. Sensibilities which

what-if questions can pose as an approach to these challenges, and have the

specific about where our focus is directed. We identify the possibility that our

grants us, as designers, a specific kind of language, which permits us to be

is relevant to us here, is not only that the pronunciation of a mental ecology

of our daily basic actions and perspectives.” (Annex 1, Azad). So that which

and “I think the questions were very inspiring to awaken us to be more aware

was the thoughts the questions made me reflect upon.” (Annex 3.1, Hjortshøj)

did not have to reflect on my own role in a society that destroys the climate, it

questions do activate different considerations in the participants: “Although I

sparked in the participants through our three inquiries, it is clear that the what-if

stream of perspectives, and when looking through the reflections which were

a multitude of speculations about climate futures and present. Following this
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up this discussion, contemplating the multitude of futures; the futures that we

this statement in this discussion is that the human mind is as much under

to spark a multitude of speculations in the human mind, in this specific case,

deeply different in many ways.” (Stoknes, 2015 p. 219). As we began, we wrap

calls the human minds ‘singularity’ (Guattari 2014 p. 5). The importance of
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Chapter 8

PRESENTING
THE OUTCOME

What if your limitations were a new expression?

What if all ‘living’ had equal value?

What if the story of progress and the story of collapse

3)

4)

5)

What if your everyday routines were your happiness?

What if people were friends with lakes?

8)

9)

30) What if the distant was near?

13) What if you were to create a religion that made it possible

37) What if the planet was a living organism?

make them understand?
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36) What if knowledge on climate was visible?

35) What if you were a parasite?

17) What if all the people who were responsible for saving

the world were unaware, and it was only you who could

34) What if you were forced to change?

human race?

33) What if it wasn’t the planet going under, but the

32) What if nature had a personal voice?

16) What if you were the only one who could save the world?

15) What if you never waited for someone else to act?

disturbance?

14) What if every commercial told you about climate

31) What if every rock and lake had a story?

29) What if the media produced systematic stupidity?

12) What if a new kind of conservatism was attractive?

for us to solve climate disturbance?

28) What if you were a servant of planet Earth?

27) What if media wasn’t based on conflict and drama?

26) What if it was sexy to be an environmental journalist?

25) What if lack of action meant a genocide?

24) What if Earth was a precious diamond?

23) What if the world had no birds?

story?

22) What if the consequences were told as a personal

21) What if you dared to ask questions?

every single day?

20) What if you were exposed to knowledge on the climate

19) What if we could fly without aeroplanes?

a climate unfriendly act?

18) What if you asked a question every time you witnessed

11) What if the good life was being poor?

limited life?

10) What if it was a status symbol to actively choose the

What if nature was animated?

tangible and intimate?

What if the distant abstract problems were close,

7)

6)

What if you were willing to do the most radical thing?

2)

were the same?

What if it’s already too late?

1)

8.1 WHAT-IF QUESTIONS

56) What if all the good people weren’t lazy?

55) What if you dared to be ab-normal?

54) What if we only heard about local climate issues?

here?

53) What if you acted as if the perfect storm was

52) What if you could describe the revolution?

51) What if we were tacitly commiting collective suicide?

have changed?

50) What if we knew how our consumption patterns

49) What if you acted as if it had consequences?

48) What if you were colonised by capitalism?

47) What if we are in a state of emergency?

46) What if the situation is out of control?

45) What if we are going to lose this battle?

44) What if you were forced to change?

43) What if you sacrificed your riches for change?

didn’t take?

42) What if we told the story about the futures that we

41) What if you remembered nature?

planet?

40) What if citizens were educated in existing on this

39) What if you could physically feel a choice?

38) What if you were educated in the act of choosing?
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8.2 SPECULATIVE CARDS

Illustration of Speculative Cards
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CONCLUSION

rooted in climate experts’ knowledge. We also see how the cards can help
expand designers’ vision for what sustainable design can contain. Further we
propose the tool for practices with stakeholders who deal with knowledge
production and communication of knowledge, such as teachers, or scientists
when communicating their research. Here the what-if’s can spark reflection
in a group while specific knowledge about climate is being communicated.

given would grant us the capacity to maneuver in the unknown and create

something of value from this exploration. We were motivated to explore how we

as designers, dare to work with such a diabolic problem as climate disturbance,

and with our tools establish our path through this unknown landscape. This

choice led us to evaluate and adapt our work to meet the opportunities and

challenges that have arisen throughout the process.
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Speculative Cards with the what-if questions to spark reflection and ideation

in moving into the unknown, and trusting that the design tools we have been

about climate disturbance, and we propose the what-if questions as a
possible solution to this problem. Design studies within the tradition of HCI
have been critiqued for simplifying this complex reality of climate disturbance
into measurable problem-solving of consumer patterns. We were determined
not to follow this path. Rather than problem solving, we were motivated by a
wish to try to comprehend the complexity of this wicked issue. Several times
along the way we did seem to experience that specific kind of vertigo which
was to be expected from such an iterative process. But then we just had to
re-focus our attention and re-establish our trust in the tools given to us as
designers, and the path once again seemed to open itself up before us.

has the ability to enable critical reflection that can lead to a shift in perspective.

We contribute with 56 carefully crafted what-if questions and as a deck of

Speculative Cards, to spark critical reflection for changing perspectives

on alternative climate futures. What-if thinking is used in other design studies

focused on speculating about climate futures. However the crafting of these

questions is typically not very detailed. Furthermore the content for the

questions is limited to a specific area of climate disturbance, such as the

DAIM’s project on waste. Instead we propose to base the questions on expert

knowledge. We do not focus on a specific area of the climate issue, but rather

try to comprehend the complex reality of climate disturbance. We can identify

how the Speculative Cards can contribute with sparking reflection in different

scientists expressed a need for new ways to communicate their knowledge

Through our analysis of the three inquiries, we argue that our tool for speculating

As mentioned in the Research gap section, some of the interviewed climate

contexts and for different practices. For other designers we propose the

Initiating and moving through this thesis project was very much an experiment

9.1 CONCLUSION

as well. We propose that the Speculative Cards with the carefully crafted what-if
questions can be used by other designers to shift their perspective and attitude
on climate, and hereby gain an inspirational tool in their design practice, and
that the Speculative Cards can be used by climate scientists and other lecturers,
when wanting to spark reflection and discussion on climate disturbance in a
new way.

way, without intentionally wanting it, we have proposed a solution to a specific

problem - that scientists need tools to communicate their knowledge about

climate and climate disturbance in new ways. We still explore how to open

speculations and critical reflections on present and futures, as this is of course

our main focus, but as we have moved through - and been guided by our

iterative process, we now argue that we actually ended up solving a problem

We crafted three inquiries to explore reactions and feedback from participants,

ability to change perspectives on climate futures through critical speculation.

twelve interviews with experts in the domain of climate disturbance, has the

our contribution: 56 Speculative Cards with what-if questions extracted from

not only be changing citizens actions, but perspectives as well. We argue that

consumer habits, we ought to focus upon changing lifestyle choices. We should

critiqued for being too narrow visioned. Instead of focusing upon changing

rooting their solutions in expert knowledge. Persuasive technology has been

by designers themselves instead of integrating other practices, and alternatively

sustainable. But sustainable behaviour is usually something that is determined

persuasive technology aimed at changing human behaviour to be more

disturbance, and the majority of studies in the field of HCI are focused upon

Human behaviour is acknowledged as the main source in causing the climate

able to use in situations of knowledge sharing and reflection.

Speculative Cards, which among others, scientists and researchers would be

new ways to the Danish population. To this we actually propose a specific tool,
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from a change in participants perspective, we detected a change in behaviour

did not carry an intention of being problem-solvers. We will argue that in a

after all - the scientists’ problem of communicating climate disturbance in

working with the what-if questions and analysed their feedback. We argued that

When articulating our project, it was clear to us and as stated earlier, that we
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